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Summary of Thesis
This study is concerned with 92 inscriptions from the 9th to 
early 10th century A.D. The main topic of this study is to 
analyze the Old Javanese women's roles in the society. 29 
inscriptions show women from this period can be categorised into 
high and low status groups. Both groups are found involved in 
social, administrative, religious, economic, and juridicial 
activities.
The result of this study shows that Old Javanese women seem 
to have been less equal to men, especially when we analyze how 
many women were actively taking part in each activity. Almost in 
every activity where women participated actively or passively, 
they are mentioned as the wife of someone and usually their name 
appeared after their husband's. This situation seems to indicate 
that in the majority cases, women's titles function as the status 
markers rather than role and function markers. The other 
important finding is that the information given in those 
inscriptions relates mainly to high status women and only for a 
very limited range of situations.
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IINTRODUCTION
I.a. Background
The concept that women are weak and irrational has had 
a very long history. Emmanuel Rant, a German philosopher, 
stated that it was very hard to believe that women could 
understand principles. Arthur Schopenhauer, another German 
philosopher, also suggested that women were always left 
behind. They had no ability to think clearly and to reflect. 
Women were to be positioned between children and men, and 
finally, they were to be accepted only as a reproduction 
element (Deckard 1975, Arief Budiman 1982). Lord 
Chesterfield, an English writer, said that women in fact are 
children despite their large appearance. They can entertain 
people surrounding them, but they cannot participate with men 
in thinking through something more complicated. The main task 
for women, he thought, was to bring up their children 
(Deckard 1975:2-3). Certain scholars see the reproduction 
role of women as having a special value for women which is 
difficult for men to match (Reid 1988:629, Webster 1975:151- 
2). But others see it as having less value and that this 
causes women to remain socially powerless. Moreover, they 
assume that women's child bearing role can be seen as an
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agent of their widespread oppression. Kathleen Gough says,
...because of their monoply over weapons, and 
because freedom from child care allows them (men) 
to enter specialized economic and political roles, 
some men-especially ruling class men-acquire power 
over men and over women... (Gough as cited by 
Webster 1975:148)
Apart from being seen as weak human beings, women are 
sometime also seen as strong but "dangerous human beings" 
because they can use their beauty for negative purposes.
Maybe it can be said that women are not equal to men; 
they really have different functions. Rayna Reiter in the 
introduction of her book says that women often lag behind men 
because what they really do, according to man's, perspective, 
is houshold work, what they talk about is less important than 
men's talk and can be called gossip, while men's work is seen 
as the economic base of society and their conversation as 
important social communication (Reiter 1975:12).
Physically, it is accepted that man and woman are 
different. And some people also accept that psychologically 
they are different as well (Arief Budiman 1982:1). But, are 
the positions mentioned above, which tend to argue that woman 
cannot do man's work because she acts more emotionally than 
he, to be accepted universally? Or, is it that the old 
concept of "sexual divisions of labour", which shows directly 
that women's duties are "only" those of housewives who look
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after households and children, and those of men are providing 
enough food such as meat for their families by hunting or in 
modern times by working outside, has been accepted too many 
years. People in general often tend to ignore the problem, 
even though this causes women to be left backward and 
uneducated in some societies, while men are given more 
chances to develop.
What then of matriarchal societies? Or is it true that 
male dominance has always been a characteristic of human 
societies? Matriarchy, according to Webster, is the inverse 
reflection of patriarchy: It means a society in which women 
as a class have power and authority over men (Webster 
1975:142). More than that, matriarchy is often used as a term 
to refer to female autonomy, mother/women rights, recognition 
of the female principle, worship of goddesses, matrilineage, 
women centerd social organization, and so forth (Bullock 
1977:510).
Bachofen, who originally postulated the existence of 
matriarchy as a social system, and Morgan, using the ancient 
records of women rulers, female goddesses and also evidence 
of societies in which descent is reckoned through the female, 
suggested that in the very early stages of human development 
women had more power than men (Bullock 1977:510; Rosaldo & 
Lamphere 1974:2-3). But in fact, the existence of matriarchy 
is very controversial because even in matrilineal societies
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we find that male dominance still existed.
Gough in her article "The Origin of the Family", argues 
that there is no evidence to prove matriarchy. Even in early 
societies women were also "the second sex, with greater or 
lesser subordination to men and that from the start women 
have been subordinate to men in certain key areas of status, 
mobility and public leadership" (Gough as cited by Webster 
1975:147-8). Webster is much more extreme on this matter. She 
states that women's social position may be much better in 
matrilineal societies, but the evidence to support the idea 
that women had power is all talk. Moreover she says,
We do not agree with some of our sisters within 
anthropology that any attention paid to the 
matriarchy question is a waste of time at best, or 
a destructive diversion at worst. The more we read, 
the clearer it becomes that matriarchy is the only 
vision we have of a societyin which women have 
power,... (Webster 1974:145).
As there has been a general assumption that evidence 
for matriarchy is lacking and that reexamination of the issue 
is needed, what is the status of the opposite assumption that 
male dominance has been there from the beginning ? Some 
anthropologists seem to succeed in answering this question. 
Friedl as one of them says that even in matrilineal societies 
in which almost every activity is reckoned through females 
including the holding of property and inheritance, men still 
get the most valuable prizes and control the society (Friedl 
1975:4). However, the Marxists, as stated in Friedl, assert
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that actually preclass societies were sexually egalitarian 
and that male dominance which now exists in this type of 
society was the result of colonial conquest (Friedl 1975:5). 
Others say that the problem of separation between women and 
men is recognised as the result of the Industrial Revolution. 
For example, Eugene Lupri argued :
In Marx's term, it (the revolution) prepared the 
stage for the ensuing oppression of women and the 
family's subordination to the class relations. It 
separated men from women and gave way to the 
ideology of separate 'spheres' for men and 
women,..., the husband's responsibility came to be 
understood as one of a wage earner, while the 
wife's domain centered around what Zaretsky calls 
'human values', or the preservation of familial 
unity in terms of love, personal happiness, and 
domestic felicity (Lupri 1978:3-4).
R.O. Whyte, in the first chapter of his book entitled 
The Women of Rural Asia. recognised that women from most 
parts of the world have questioned the value their societies 
attribute to women's role and status. And Western women, 
especially, have tried to find explanations of their 
subordinate position in the history of human societies by 
comparing problems experienced with those of pre-industrial 
societies or those of societies which developed along 
different lines. Some evidence shows that women from the 
latter societies had very important roles in the family and 
in their national economies (Whyte 1982:1).
Talking about differences between women and men or
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sexual roles in general is very difficult as there is still 
argumentation about whether the inequality is universal or 
not. Some anthropologists say that based on cross-cultural 
studies of female and male activities, it is a fact that in 
general, cultural systems attribute special value to the 
roles of men. Still, the recent research of anthropologists 
and feminist-historians show that women may have more power, 
more important roles and status in some cultural contexts and 
under certain conditions. From their findings, it can be 
concluded that "women are not necessarily universally, or at 
least not equally oppressed" (Webster 1975:154).
Southeast Asia, according to Penny van Esterik, as cited 
in Shelley Errington's article "Recasting Sex, Gender, and 
Power: A Theoretical and Regional Overview", is recognised as 
an area where women possess high position (Errington 1990:1). 
This conclusion is widely accepted not only by some 
anthropologists, but also by some sociologists and 
historians, who draw the same conclusion from the evidence of 
old documents and other ancient remains. They record that 
women were not only street sellers or market sellers, but 
also large-scale merchants and ship owners. And in politics, 
women were often used as representatives or negotiators 
because of their persuasive abilities. More than that, the 
evidence also shows that female rulers or queens are quite 
common (Kumar 1980; Reid 1988).
Errington argues this issue, and she states that gender
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differences always exist, even in a region like Southeast 
Asia in which the social and economic equality of women is 
admissible. She assumes that women in Southeast Asia are seen 
as having high status only because of their "bilateral" or 
"cognatic" kinship in which every child is considered equal 
to both its parents. Southeast Asian women are also 
recognised as inheriting equal wealth and noble titles with 
other male family members. And another important point is 
that Southeast Asian women are used to controlling family 
finances as they can earn money equally with their husbands. 
In these societies, according to her, Southeast Asian women 
can substitute in the absence of their male family members at 
social functions or other events, and usually they have the 
same rights (Errington 1990:3-4). Still, she tries to prove 
that differences between sexes in Southeast Asia exist just 
like in other part of the world, only because they are not 
marked in the usual ways, they are not easily recognised. Any 
small differences between the two sexes within these 
societies can be understood as "gender markers". And as she 
mentioned in her article, the gender difference is difficult 
to see because the ideas of "power" and "status" as the means 
of understanding gender are not cross culturally the same.
Similar care is needed when considering the content of 
matriarchy in Old Javanese society. It is believed that 
matriarchy was characteristic of this society because women 
held high positions and were active in what are considered
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elsewhere to be male activities. Many inscriptions provide 
evidence that some positions which used to be held by men 
such as officials who marked out a si/na (free-holding lands), 
and ruled independent areas and were active in sacred 
ceremonies, were also given to women. But, a problem arises 
as to how equal their positions and their roles in the 
society were if we use the ideas that gender always exists in 
any kind of society and any small differences between the two 
sexes can be understood as gender differences.
The status of women in society will always be a subject 
for debate. People can take varying approaches, depending on 
their interests, the importance of the subject to them, and 
on the value-system of the society which provides the 
standards of evaluation.
In Indonesia, although it is still at a preliminary 
stage, the study of women seems to be growing. But most of 
the research that has already been, and still is being 
conducted, is about Indonesian women in modern society. There 
is a great deal more to be said about the roles and status of 
women in the past if we wish to understand the whole society.
I.b. Purpose of this Study
It is assumed that Old Javanese inscriptions will prove 
a valuable source of information about the position of women
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in the societies to which they refer. In this context, the 
following objectives apply :
(1) to identify what kind of work was undertaken and what 
positions were held by women in the Old Javanese period,
(2) if women could use the full range of this so as to make 
an important contribution to the society, this study also 
intends to explore what kind of activities they undertook in 
connection with their positions, and the importance of those 
activities to the society,
(3) if there is evidence that women could obtain the highest 
positions in government, this study will analyze the 
character of their leadership.
In general, this study hopes to present as comprehensive a 
picture as possible of women in the Old Javanese period and 
their place in society from the inscriptions.
I.c. Sources
Our knowledge about the past, in this case the Old 
Javanese period, is derived from many sources that are 
written and unwritten. An inscription is a kind of written 
source which is often used to help people understand more 
about past history. Although we cannot get an absolutely 
complete picture, much information about the economic, 
social, and political situations of women can be acquired
9
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from inscriptions.
This study is based on Old Javanese inscriptions, 
especially from the 9th to early 10th century. This period is 
known as the Central Javanese period because most of the 
inscriptions and monuments up to 900 A.D. come from Central 
Java and inform us about rulers and their activities in 
Central Javanese areas. A few separate inscriptions and 
monuments do in fact come from East Java, but, if we compare 
these with those of Central Java, we can see clearly that the 
Central Javanese situation is much more established. 
Furthermore, it is important to know about the.roles and the 
activities of women in the Old Javanese period from the 
earliest times when written evidence is available.
There are 92 inscriptions from the period chosen which 
will be used as the primary sources ( A list of these 
inscriptions is appended). The inscriptions were written on 
either stone or copperplate, and most of them were written in 
the Old Javanese language. The major focus in the content of 
Old Javanese inscriptions was the establishment of sima which 
meant a change in the status of an area, usually known as a 
tax-free grant to an area, which could be a village or part 
of a village, a sawah or ricefields. The sima was usually 
granted to a person, a group of people, or to the villagers 
of one village, and usually the money or other valuables 
previously paid as tax were subsequently to be used for the 
upkeep of religious foundations. Sima, were usually given by
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the royal family or their high officials (Rakai or Samgat), 
and the gift was strengthened by a ceremony. Other matters 
dealt with in the inscriptions are juridical decisions, 
repayment of debts which were usually a personal matter, and 
donations. And it is through all of these transactions, that 
the study examines the position of women in the Old Javanese 
period.
Buchari (1965:48) reports that in the 1960s the then 
Archaeological Service held 'almost 3000 estampages of stone 
and metal inscriptions which have been found in various 
places in the Indonesian Archipelago.' Despite the labours of 
earlier epigraphists, and others since Buchari wrote, much 
basic work remains to be done in almost all fields. Modern 
scholars must still begin with the 125 transcriptions 
published by J.L.A Brandes in Qld-Javanese Qorkonden (1913) 
and the work of Stuart Cohen in Kawi Qorkonden in Facsmile. 
met Inleiding en Transcriptie (1875). Although, according to 
Van der Meer, misreadings have caused errors and omissions on 
occasion (Van der Meer 1979:xii), both publications are very 
useful.
L.C.H. Damais's Repertoire Qnomastique de L'Epigraphie 
Javanaise (1970) is another informative and useful work. The 
book contains lists of inscriptions from the earliest years 
until Sindok's era (starting approximately in 928 A.D.) with 
further information about other references and an 
alphabetical list of words found in the inscriptions.
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Other publications which provide not only- 
transliterations and transcriptions, but also very detailed 
commentaries are J.G. de Casparis's Inscripties uit de 
Cailendra-ti.id . Prasasti-prasasti dari Zaman Cailendra (1950) 
and Selected Inscription from the 7th to 9th Century A.D. 
(1956). Finally, another important publication is the 2 
volumes of H.B. Sarkar's Corpus of the Inscriptions of Java. 
This contains inscriptions from 450 to 928 A.D., complete
with notes and glossaries in English. Other transcriptions 
have been found scattered in articles, and some have not been 
published, but will still be used as references in this 
study.
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II
WOMEN IN OLD JAVANESE SOCIETY 
II.a. Historical Background of the Society
It is generally assumed that the Indonesian archipelago 
was reached by Indian traders at about the beginning of the 
Christian era. The trading was begun maybe with only a few 
simple items but then became more and more intensive and they 
traded much more valuable, quality products. In the case of 
the cultural history of Indonesia, trading with Indian, 
Chinese or even Europeans in the later period is also 
recognised as the cause of the coming of foreign influence. 
India especially, was very important because its influence 
was dominant so that the early period of Indonesian history 
is recognised as the "Hindu-Indonesia" history or the 
“Hindu-period" of Indonesia.
There are various explanations of how Indian 
civilization came to Indonesia and influenced the society. 
Was it because of the traders, the Brahman priests, or both ? 
As is seen most of the ancient remains in Indonesia are in 
religious characters such as temples, sculptures, and sacred 
literatures.
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It was Rrom who suggested for the first time that the 
Indonesian people were as active as the Indian in this 
process of Indianization. According to him, it is true that 
the commercial relationship led to the acceptance of Hindu 
civilization. And more than that, the Indonesian and Hindu 
cultural aspects gradually became mixed equally rather than 
only the Hindu culture dominating the indigenous Indonesian 
(Bosch 1961:7).
Bosch also agreed with the idea of Indonesian 
initiative. Furthermore, he suggested that the important role 
was played by the Brahmans.. The Brahmanas were accepted 
because of their knowledge and wisdom, and when the trade was 
developing, the local bhiksus could go to India as when they 
got back they could spread their knowledge to other 
Indonesians. Bosch called this condition the counter-current 
(Bosch 1961:14). Van Leur takes a similar position in his 
book Indonesian Trade and Society. Accordingly, the contact 
not only happened because of the Indian initiative but also 
because of Indonesian initiative in going to India or 
inviting Indian Brahmanas to Indonesia because they wanted to 
develop their country to be like India (Van Leur 1955:99).
In fact there are many more discussions concerned with 
this matter, but basically most of them agree that the 
Indians can be credited with transferring the new values and 
ideas, but it was the Indonesians who decided their 
acceptance or not. Their abilities in accommodating to and
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selecting foreign influences ensured the identity of the 
indigenous culture did not dissapear.
The earliest kingdom in Java is known to have existed 
around West Java where some inscriptions found mentioned king 
Purnavarman who had his capital city at Taruma, a place which 
has been assumed as identical to what Chinese sources called 
Ta-lo-ma. And, it is not until the seventh century that we 
know from inscriptions that kingdoms existed in Central 
Java. Most of those inscriptions up to 900 A.D., do come from 
the Central Javanese area, only a few are found scattered in 
East Java and the outer part of Java. This means clearly that 
although the central kingdom of Java was in its central part, 
settlements or possibly small kingdoms still existed in the 
eastern part. Right after 920 A.D., most inscriptions and 
also sacred monuments were to be found in East Java with its 
Singhasari and Majapahit kingdoms.
The Central Javanese kingdom, known as the Mataram 
kingdom, is always linked to two dynasties: the Buddhistic 
Sailendra dynasty and the Sivaistic Sanjaya dynasty. It is 
agreed that those two dynasties ruled in the same area of 
Central Java, but at around the middle of the ninth century, 
they were united by marriage. We then find in the Mantyasih 
inscription that the list of kings in Mataram derived only 
from the Sanjaya line (Sartono 1990:87-120).
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The term Sailendrawangsa is mentioned for the first 
time in the Kalasan inscription (778 A.D.), and appears in 
other Sanskrit inscriptions such as the Relurak inscription 
(782 A.D.), the Abhayagiriwihara or the Ratu Baka inscription 
(792 A.D.) and the Kayumwungan inscription (824 A.D.). The 
same term is also found in the Ligor B inscription which, 
according to Buchari's assumption, was published by king 
Balaputradewa, the Sriwijaya king who identified himself as 
the grandchild of one of the Javanese kings from the 
Sailendra dynasty (Sartono Kartodirdjo 1990:87).
The question of the actual origin of the Sailendra 
dynasty looks like the biggest problem in talking about the 
first society of Old Java. Some scholars agree with Coedes 
and de Casparis who said that the Sailendra dynasty had its 
roots in Fu-nan or Cambodia. This is because of the same 
meaning of the name Sailendra as "the king of the mountain" 
and the name Parvatabhupala (the other name of Fu-nan) as 
"the king of the mountain" too. According to Coedes and de 
Casparis, right after the fall of the Fu-nan kingdom, most of 
the family members went into Java, taking with them their 
traditional values, to form the Sailendra dynasty 
(Sartono Kartodirdjo 1990:88). But, this theory was very weak 
and the opinion that Sailendra originated from Fu-nan or 
possibly from the Southern part of India was always debated.
Another group of scholars believed that the Sailendra 
were originally Indonesian. R. Ng. Poerbatjaraka suggested
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that the Sanjaya dynasty from the Mataram kingdom originated 
from the Sailendra dynasty, who at first had Hinduism as 
their belief, and soon after Rakai Panangkaran ruled the 
kingdom they changed their religion to Buddhism. Based on 
this opinion and especially from the Sankhara inscription 
(8th century A.D.) which mentions that there was only one 
dynasty who had the power in Java between the 8th to mid 9th 
century. The Sanjaya dynasty was the inheritor of the 
Sailendra and they continously ruled the Mataram kingdom when 
it was still in Central Java. It is because they changed 
their religion from Sivaism to Mahayana Buddhism during the 
era of Rakai Panangkaran Dyah Sangkhara ^ri 
Sanggramadhanjaya, and changed again to Sivaism in the reign 
of Rakai Pikatan that there appears to be more than one 
dynasty at the same time (Poesponegoro 1990:88-93). However, 
we have to imagine that it was possible for some members of 
the family to stay with their original religion and not 
change to any other, especially as there is evidence for 
the two religious characters that are Siva and Buddha, found 
in the temples belonging to this period.
While the Mataram kingdom itself continued, there were 
changes of kings from about the middle of the 7th century 
A.D. to the 10th Century A.D., when they still governed in 
the Central Javanese area, and from the 10th century A.D. to 
the 11th century A.D. when they moved the kingdom to East 
Java. Those times witnessed intense building and literary
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activities coloured by Indian culture, although the style or 
art, for example, was not purely Indian and some buildings 
are claimed to have a pre-Indian style. Krom suggested that 
what we see in Indonesian art and architecture is the "Hindu- 
Javanese", the style introduced by Indonesia which shows 
familiarity with concepts of Indian art and translates these 
into special forms which could accommodate Indonesian 
concepts (Krom 1931:128-129).
What about society? In fact, our knowledge of the 
Mataram society itself can be said to be very general. Until 
now most evidence found determines that the early Indonesian 
history is of a "courtly" nature (Van Leur 1955:110). It is 
mostly about what was happening in the palace, what kind of 
art style they possessed from the temples and other sacred 
monuments, what kind of literature they liked, and also how 
the study of religion and dhs.rms. was applied. Evidence of 
what literature most appealed to the common people and other 
features of their lives is hard to find. Some scholars agreed 
that although there were various forms of foreign culture 
influencing Indonesia, the influence was weak, which meant no 
fundamental changes really occured. Indian culture, for 
example, is said to have only touched the top layer of 
Indonesian society and only certain aspects of life too (Van 
Leur 1955:148).
Actually, whenever the Indian traders came to the 
Indonesian archipelago, they met a special kind of society
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which already had its own ideas of living, together with a 
kind of value system that had existed continously and was 
basically unchanged. When the foreign culture made contact, 
some ideas were accepted and transcribed to their own need. 
Van Leur cited the "pre-Hindu" cultural situation from Krom, 
who had observed the early history of Java using Brandes 
research. He descripes the society as a
. . . settled population . . . somewhat organized poli­
tically, applying the wet field method of rice 
growing with the complex system of irrigation 
accompanying it, possessing knowledge of navigation 
and the stars, working metal-bronze, copper, iron, 
and gold, and probably holding domesticated cattle. 
On a part of Java the dead were entombed in 
megaliths of coffin and cromlech shapes, everywhere 
on the island terraces were built up or tracked out 
in the mountains as places of worship, probably 
ancestor worship especially, in which rough statues 
and piles of stones played a role" (Krom as cited 
in Van Leur, 1955:93).
The Old Javanese was a complex society. We do know that 
the society was influenced by Indian culture, but still the 
kind and extent of influence is difficult to explain clearly 
because if we trace it back to India, it was not really the 
same .
The Old Javanese social stratification, according to 
some inscriptions and literatures, was apparently modelled on 
the Catur-warna. (the Indian caste system) and Caturasrama^ 
(the Indian stages of life). But , J.G. de Casparis said that 
even some inscriptions mentioned that the Old Javanese did
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not strictly use that kind of social stratification (Timbul 
Haryono 1986:207). H.B. Sarkar also said that the imported 
caste system does not seem to have been applied in the lower 
strata of the society (Sarkar 1972:xxii).
The social stratification was written clearly in one of 
king Balitung's inscriptions dated 898 A.D. (O.J.O XXI) as 
Caturwarna , the caste system, including Brahnana, Satriya, 
Wesya and Sadra, and the out-caste system including Candala 
ml&ca. The Sarwadharma inscription from king Kertanegara, the 
last king of the Singashari kingdom, dated 1269 A.D., also 
mentioned the groups of Brahmana, Ksatriya, Wesya. and Sadra. 
As regards the stages of life (Catars.srams.), one of the 
Balitung's inscription mentioned Brahmacarin, Grhastha, 
Wa nap rast ha and Pariwrajaka, whereas the Sarwadharma 
inscription mentioned it as Brahnacari, Grhastha, Wanap rast ha 
and Bhiksuka. This means that these stages of life were known 
and applied to the society. But from the Majapahit era, the 
Nagarakrtagama mentions that instead of the caste and the 
out-caste system, the Majapahit people were also divided into 
"kaum mngrat (the royal) and "wang cilik" (the common 
people) (Sartono Kartodirdjo 1979:20). From other 
inscriptions we are also informed that people were classified 
into: Bhatars. (the king), idragaj i (the royal relatives), 
Parawangsa (the nobles), Sanas a risk (the noble families), Sang 
andsn (the high officials with their relatives), and Wong
o
lembah (the common people).0 The Old Javanese lawbook 
(Manawa-dharmadastra) also mentiones the caste system
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including different castes and wrote about the risk of having 
intercaste marriages (Soekarto R. Atmojo 1979:16-34; 
Slametmuljana 1967). From the sources mentioned above, it is 
difficult to say whether India's caste system was fully 
adopted or not. This is because the Old Javanese had many 
other kinds of social stratification which already existed in 
the society but did not occur in India, which made the Indian 
caste system difficult to apply strictly.
With the government system, the Old Javanese appears to 
have had two kinds of system in accordance with their two 
levels of community areas, which were (1) an "Indianized" 
administrative area at k r a t o n  (court) level with the king, 
R a k a i and other high officials; and (2) a purely indigenous 
administrative area at village level represented by Rams.. Van 
Naerssen writes about these two distinct areas :
So the social structure just before the Hindu 
Javanese period consisted of two main strata the 
wsnLias each with their own Rama and the k r a t t a n s of 
the R a k a s . The former functioned as producers and the latter as consumers, as well as, politically, 
as administrators, and, economically, as 
distributors of goods and services... In this 
social structure of autochtonous Javanese origin a new social order emerged during the early Hindu 
Javanese period. A R a k a might be given a high 
sounding title of foreign origin, which would give 
him preponderance: apparently first in status and 
then gradually in power also. This title was 
M a h a r a j a  (Van Naerssen 1977:38).
In particular, the Mataram kingdom during the 9th to 
19th century A.D., was divided into certain areas. The
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smallest unit was called wanua or banua which means village. 
Bigger than the wanua was the wataA or unit consisting of 
some wanua (villages). If it was called a watak, it did not 
always mean that all of the wanua (villages) were physically 
united because they were close together, but the important 
idea was that they were united under one authority.
The central government or the kraton level government 
is more easier to reconstruct, for example, in the Balitung 
period which lasted about 12 years. In this period king 
Balitung was assisted by 20 high officials who can be 
categorized on two levels. The first level included Rakryan 
Ms. pa tih i Hi nof Ra k a i Ha 1 u, Ra kai Si ri k a n, Ra k a i Wk a , and 
Samgat Tiruan. Except for Samgat Tiruan, other officials used 
to be the children of the king himself. This situation was 
also recognised in one of the Chinese sources from the Sung 
dynasty which said that the three sons of the king acted as 
Rajamuda (lower king) (Buchari 1965:55-84). The second level 
included Rakai Fagerwsi, Rakai Kanuruhan, Samgat Nomahumah «• 
Ra k a i Ha 1 a ra n ? Ra k a i Pa 1 a rh ya n g t Sa mgat Da 1 ina n , Ra k a i 
W1 a ha n *■ Sa mgat Ma n g h u r i , Pa n g k u r, 7 'a wan f Tirip r Png in-ang in,
Samgat Hadihatif and Samgat Makudur.
The bureaucratic system at the watak level is not 
clearly described in the inscriptions. Watak is known as 
daerah longgoh, a territory which was inherited from 
generation to generation and ruled by high level officials
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like Rakai and Samgat: But, because those officials were 
living in the surrounds of the kraton, they made a cabinet of 
lower officials to work for the needs of the w<at<ak under 
them. In the Balitung period there were about 18 kinds of 
wata/;' officials including Fatih and Wahuta as the top level, 
and Ju. ru/ Tu.ha. ning Kana yakan, Ju.ru ning Lampura n , Ju ru n m g  
Ma ra.ngakat, Juru ning Na.dwa Ra ra i , Juru ning Ka. lula , Na tangda. 
(Na tanda ) , Ka lima, Pa ruj a r, Citral ek ha , Mis ra , Uga i -uga. 1 , 
Pangurang, Tunggudurung, Pratyaya, and Pmasangakan at the 
lower level.
Within the Old Javanese wanua, social status was always 
connected with a person's relationship to the land. There was 
a group known as anak wanua, which is called by de Casparis 
the elite in a village, because it consisted of the 
descendants of the original founder of the areas who also 
owned agricultural lands as well as houses. And, the other 
group were the descendants of all later arrivals (Casparis 
1986:8-9).
The bureaucratic system at the village level, which is 
known to be purely Indonesian, was not always the same from 
one wanua to another. But, as a basis, they always had 
village councils made up of Rama (village elders who possibly 
were the descendants of the original founders of some areas). 
The council of Rama, could be divided into (1) Rama Nagman, 
which means a council that consisted of those who were still
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holding office. Usually it was composed of K&l&.ng, Gusti and 
Tuha wanua, who were known also as the first level, and 
Parujar, Winkas, Hulu Air, H u Ili Wras,f etc, at the second 
level. And (2) the Rs.ma Marata, a council which consisted of 
those who were already retired but still held high positions 
and probably functioned as counsellors. All of them worked as 
a government managing the basic needs of their own people 
(the village people).
II.b. Women in the Society
It is known generally that women in Indonesia since the 
earliest times held high places, compared with those in 
other regions. They were more active and independent in all 
kinds of activities. They worked hand in hand with men in 
satwah (rice-field), they sold their crops and handicrafts in 
the markets like men used to do, they brought up their 
families together, and they managed and developed their 
villages together too. It is not surprising that Dutch 
missionaries made special mention in their notes about 
Javanese women because their situation was not usual:
What strikes us directly when arriving in Batavia? 
That everywhere a large crowd of women is moving 
around..., everywhere are women and still more 
women; old and young; of higher and lower social 
level; very well or poorly dressed; buying and 
selling... And in the warungs again women, 
restlessly active, preparing things to eat or drink 
or serving clients... When we walk into the o'esa, 
our ear is struck by the noise of the paddy-pounder 
in the woodblock. Women again are busy hulling the 
paddy. Elsewhere a peculiar click-clack,
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alternating with a duller sound; here a woman is 
weaving. Here and there...we find women and girls 
doing batik-work, . .., dyeing cotton with indigo, 
..., weaving mats. In short, everywhere the woman 
is at work in the cottage industries. And look what 
she achieves in agriculture! It is she who plants 
the rice in the prepared fields... She cuts the 
rice with small knife... She helps with the drying, 
with the bundling, with the storage... Thus 
everywhere the Javanese woman is at work (Kruijt as 
cited by Locher-Scholten 1986:200)
A picture of how Javanese women worked as actively as 
the men can also be recognised from reliefs in the temples 
such as Borobudur. In Borobudur, especially in the 
Karmawibhangga relief which consists of 160 panels, we can 
find many pictures of women involved in different types of 
actvities. The Karmawibhangga relief is based on the 
Mahakarmawibhangga sacred text which tells us about the 
'cause and effect' of karma in Mahayana Buddhism. Although 
the basic story derives from the text, the Karmawibhangga 
relief does not accurately reflect the text, but is more the 
expression of the artist about their surrounding (Kempers 
1976:90). That is why pictures in temples such as this were 
often used as visual evidence of life from the past, not only 
as visualized texts. These panels show activities 
participated in by women including charities given by women 
accompanied or unaccompanied by men, performance art like 
dancing, religious activities such as teaching sacred texts 
and meditation, and other everyday activities such as serving 
the king, cultivating lands, drying meats, making pots, and 
also cooking.
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Evidence that women were also protected by law is 
sometimes used to show that women held a respected position. 
From a lawbook of the Majapahit period which was published by 
J.C.G. Jonker as his dissertation, we find that there are 
some paragraphs in a chapter called Paradara  ^ mentioning 
different kind of punishment for men who tease girls or 
women, especially married women, and also for men as 
adulterers. But if we read these paragraphs carefully, we 
can see that the rules favour the husband. It was the husband 
who received all the fines paid by the men, not the wife or 
the girlgs as the victimgs. as the one who was teased.
In fact there are not many rights given to women at 
that time. There are paragraphs that mention someone's wife 
could marry another man if her husband had not come back from 
sailing after 10 years, or in 4 years if her husband did not 
show up from looking for money in other villages; or someone 
could be given a death punishment from the king if he touched 
a girl in front of people and then the girl cried loudly. But 
these examples do not testify to the equality of rights 
between men and women in the society. From other paragraphs 
we also see that more advantages were given to men than to 
women; for example, it was the father who had full rights 
over his children, not the mother. Even for permission to 
marry, someone had to ask his or her father. And between 
children in a family, it was the oldest son who got the 
highest part of his parent's wealth after they were dead. This 
son would also inherit the rights of the 'head' of the
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family. If the oldest son had died already, all of his rights 
and duties were given to the second son, etc (Slametmuljana 
1967:42,148,188).
The accession of women to the throne in some periods in 
Old Java is also used as evidence that women at that time 
stood equal to men. From early Chinese sources of the T'ang 
dynasty (618-906 A.D.) we hear about Queen Hsi-mo (Simo). It 
is said that in 674 A.D. the kingdom of Ho-ling had a queen 
called Queen Hsi-mo who in Nagarakertabhumi (17th century 
A.D.) is said to have taken over the kingdom after her 
husband, Prabhu Kartikeyasingha, died. She was famous as a 
wise and tough ruler. The kingdom was famous for its enormous 
wealth because of gold, silver and ebony exports. It was also 
famous for its safety which made no one dare to touch things 
that did not belong to them because they did not want to bear 
the punishment. This situation was given as the reason why 
king Ta-shih, an Arabian king, cancelled his attack on Ho­
ling, because of the queen's great power (Sartono 1990:93- 
97) .
Another great queen who existed in later period was 
Tribhüwanottunggadewi (1328-1350 A.D.). In 1328 when king
Jayanagara from Majapahit died, the kingdom was taken over by 
one of his sisters, Bhre Kahuripan, with an abhiseka 
(coronation) name of Tribhüwanottunggadewi Jayawisnuwardhani.
She was married to Bhre Singasari or Rrtawarddhana, and had a
. »
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child named Hayam Wuruk/ who then became the greatest king of 
Majapahit with the title of Sri Rajasanagara (Sartono 
1990:433-435). From Nagarakrtagama we know that during her 
reign there was a rebellion called Sadeng and Keta (1331), 
which was put down by Gajah Mada. Another big event was the 
expansion of the Majapahit kingdom to Bali (1343) when its 
king was 3ri Asatsura Ratna Bhumi Banten (Slametmu1jana 
1979:30-34).
In 1400 A.D., after Hayam Wuruk died and his successor, 
Wikramwarddhana, resigned to become a priest, Majapahit had 
another queen named Suhita. She was the daughter of 
Wikramawarddhana and became queen because her elder brother 
died in 1399. Her position as a queen, however, was rather 
shaky. Soon after she came to power, conflict between 
families, especially those of Wikramawarddhana and Bhre 
Kahuripan, happened because Bhre Kahuripan as one of Hayam 
Wuruk's children from his mistress tried to put his family in 
the royal line and demanded the same rights. The conflict 
then became a war called Paregreg. In 1477, Suhita died and 
Majapahit was taken over by her younger brother, Kertawijaya 
(Sartono 1990:435-442). In the case of women as queens, we 
have to note, however, that only a small number of women 
appeared in the Old Javanese history as queens, and it is a 
fact too that only a few inscriptions were issued by those 
queens.
In Old Javanese history, it is known that a successor
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is the first child of a king. It does not matter whether it 
was a man or a woman, they had the same right to rule the 
kingdom. But, sometimes if the first child was a girl, she 
could give the throne to her husband. Poerbatjaraka once 
suggested that a king with a word dharmma. in his abhis^ka 
(coronation) name is a king who gained his power because of 
marriage (Sartono 1990:158). Üf course this can not be fully 
accepted as seen, for example, by the case of Rake Halu £ri 
Loke^wara Dharmmawangsa Airlangga Anantawikramottunggadewa
(1019-1041 A.D.). He was the son of king Udayana (Bali) and
/  —Mahendradatta Gunapriyadarmapadmi who was the daughter of Sri 
Makutawangsawarddhana. Although Airlangga had dharmma on his 
name, he was not the king because of marriage, but because he 
was the successor.
I.c. The Activities Participated in by Women
As pointed out, this study is concerned with 
inscriptions from the period of the 9th to early 10th century 
A.D. In these inscriptions there are six kinds of activities 
which women could participate in, which also indicate their 
roles, i.e.: social, administrative, religious, economic, 
juridical, and cultural activities. Except for cultural 
activities, all of them will be used in analysing how far 
women actively participated in the society.
Most Old Javanese inscriptions, not only those which
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are chosen for this study, but also from other periods, are 
concerned with establishment of sima (free-holding lands). 
Generally these sima could be either the whole village or 
only part of a village which had an important function such 
as sawah (ricefields) or other cultivated lands so that the 
crops could be used for the purpose of the sima. The sima 
inscriptions often sound very religious, because the aim of 
establishing the sims. was primarily for religious purposes 
and the ceremony itself was filled with ritual actions, and 
sometimes the inscriptions also sound very economic, because 
they are concerned with taxes that should not be paid 
anymore. However, these inscriptions can also represent the 
social situation.
The lands which were going to be established into sima 
could be either bought or given by someone or by a group of 
people. And, the reason why they were given by individuals, 
or a group of people (usually the villagers themselves), was 
usually because a religious foundation was going to be built 
in that area.
The activity of giving away lands for sima is one 
example of a social activity that women were found to 
participate in. Other activities were giving and receiving
sima. Usually a sim<a was a special grant from a king or from 
high officials to lower officials, such as Pa tih or Rs.ma.. The 
reason why they were rewarded was sometimes because they gave 
a lot of contributions and services to those higher officials
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or the king. In the Mantyasih 1 inscription (907 A.D.), for 
example, we find that the s im a was awarded to the Patih of 
Mantyasih, " . . . A'apwa w a t a k patapän, s m n s n k  s im a  k a p a t i h a n a *  
ps.kna.ny a. p a g a n t y a g a n t y a n a  n i k a n a n g  p a t i h  m a n t y a s i h  s a n a k  
l  a. was a n y  a. t l u n g  t a h u n  s o w a n g s a m b h a n  d a n y a n  m a n a g  r a  ha n 
ss.ngka yarn m a k w a ih  bas t  h a j  i  m i  wo n ya i  s r i  m a h ara ja ,  k a l a  n i  
w a r a n g a n  h a j i f l a i n  s a n g k a  k a p a js .n  b h a t a r a  i  
ma l a n g  k uiel wa r a  r . , . *■ m u. a ng s a n g  k a ya n a n t a r s i  i  k a k a t a  k u t  a n
G.
i k a n a n g  wanna m g  k u n i n g ("...all under w a t a x Patapan 
were marked out into s im a for Patih of Mantyasih and their 
relatives, to be used for three years for each,...// the 
reason why this s im a was given by the king was because of the 
services to the king at the time of the royal wedding, 
because of the worshipping to the gods of 
Malangkuseswara,..., and because of the saving from fear the 
village of Kuning,..."). But often, the reason why the lands 
were awarded was not always stated in the inscriptions. See, 
for example, the Tri Tepussan 2 inscription (942 A.D.), the 
Munggu Antan inscription (886 A.D.), and the Polengan 
inscription (872 A.D.), in these inscriptions we find that 
the s im a were awarded without its being known why.
Another example found in the inscriptions that can be 
included in social activities is acting as witness. Women, 
from both high and low status, are often found to have been 
witnessess of the s im a ceremony, see, for example, in the 
Taji inscription (901 A.D.) and the Lintakan inscription (919
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A.D.). Although the inscriptions never mention clearly that 
in a ceremony such as establishment of sima the witness is 
important, it seems that this activity is a necessity. 
Usually, the inscriptions mention long lists of witnessess 
complete with pasak-pasak (gifts) that were received by them.
Administrative activities presented in the inscriptions 
include ordering other people to mark out a sima, marking out 
sima, and participating in governmental bodies.
Sima inscriptions usually mention in the opening 
section that the establishment of the sima was an order from 
the king. We then find that the order was received by the 
group of high officials and handed down through other 
officials until it was received by the appointed officials or 
person. In the Telang 2 inscription (904 A.D.), for example, 
we find sentences like "...tatkala m  ajna sri maharaja rakai 
wa t nk u ra dya h bal itung fs n  dha rmmodaya mahasambhu t urnurun 
i..."® ("...at the time when the order of Sri Maharaja Rakai 
Watukura Dyah Balitung descended to...") as the indication 
that the order originated from the king and should be handed 
down through some officials. And, the Kancana inscription 
(860 A.D.) also clearly gives us an example of how the order 
was given, " . . . inka diwasanyajna sri maharaja b h Li wanes— 
wa rwisnnsaka 1 a tmaka d igwij ay a pa. rak ra matt Li ngga.de wa 1 akapa la- 
la. ncana f tinadah de rakryan mahamant n  katrini, i hi no, i
-  7
sinkan* i ha In, umingsor i tanda rak ryan. . ." ( " . . . it was
the time when the order of the king Sri Maharaja Sri
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Bhuwaneswarwisnusakalatmaka Digwijaya Parakramottunggadewa 
Lokapalancana, was received by the Rakryan Mahamantri 
Katrini: Hino, Sirikan, Halu, and handed down to Tanda 
Rakryan...“). However, it is common too that some 
inscriptions do not mention how the king's order was 
communicated, and only mention that sima was established by 
some officials. In this case, it meant that those officials 
acted on their own authority and the establishment was 
sometimes due to their own initiative. For example, in the 
Kamalagi inscription (821 A.D.), "...tatkala sang pangst wuga
O
pu mangnsp manu.suk sima sawah. . . (". . .the time when Sang 
Pamget Pu Mangnep established the sima rice-fields..."). This 
inscription does not mention by whose order was the 
establishment, it only mentions the official who had 
established it. Although not many, some inscriptions mention 
women who participated in this kind of activitiy.
The last example of administrative activity is women's 
participation in governmental bodies. These governmental 
bodies include Central Government with the king, Rakai, and 
all the watak's officials such as Fatih and Nayaka, and also 
Local Government with its Rama councils together with their 
Farujarf Jura, and Tnhan
Religious activities as an important section of the 
ceremony, are usually mentioned in detail. In the 
inscriptions this is mentioned right after the lists of the
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witnesses. Sometimes it begins with mentioning the lists of 
offerings, then the inscriptions give information on how the 
ceremonies were conducted, who was the priest and who was 
respcnsible for assisting the priest. Finally, as an evidence 
that a sima was established in the area, usually the priest 
closed the ceremony by mentioning curses so that no one would 
like to intrude on the sima. Actually, it is not easy to find 
women in this kind of activity, but, some inscriptions at 
least do mention that there were some women who participated 
actively in this activity.
Another activity which can be included in the religious 
activities is protecting or managing a temple. Although 
mention of this is not found in many of the inscriptions 
chosen, women during that time could participate in this kind 
of activity.
In a number of societies, women were regarded as playing 
a vital economic roles, and in others, women only
participated in small trade activities. But, no matter what 
they participated in, it is shown . that they could earn 
'money' by themselves, which sometimes gave them a special 
place within the households. Some incriptions in fact mention 
the status belonging to a group of people who functioned as 
traders. But this only gives us information about what kind 
of trade, as a part of economic activities, was followed in 
the period chosen. We can not use this information to tell 
horw far women participated in trading, because usually these
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lists are not followed by any information which can show who 
the person was, so that we can not identify whether those 
traders were men or women.
Other activities which can be included in economic 
activities that were participated in by women are buying and 
selling lands which is mentioned in sima inscriptions. This 
activity is commonly found in the inscriptions, which shows 
that not all of the lands which were established into sima 
were given, some were bought from the villagers.
Other evidence used to evaluate how far women 
participated in economic activities is from the pasak-pasak 
(gifts) that they received and pasak-pasak that they donated. 
Pasak-pasak in this case is considered as a form of payment 
wiich was received by someone after certain areas had been 
established as sima. After the establishment, all the 
revenues were paid for the purposes of the sima and 
aatomatically many people suffered loss of income, and as a 
compensation, pasak-pasak were given. Those who received this 
kind of pasak-pasak ranged from the king, Rake, and Samgat, 
to their officials.
How far women participated in juridical activities can 
te shown in the jayapatra (juridicial) inscriptions. The 
content of the jayapatra inscriptions varies from debt to 
cisputed lands. Usually, this kind of inscription consists of
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persons who function as attorney, judge, witness, and of 
course the person being charged for the case. Sometimes we 
can find that a king can be the person responsible for the 
ultimate decision, especially when the case is about sima.
Finally, the cultural activities. Although some 
inscriptions, especially sima inscriptions, mention that 
there were cultural activities in the feast section which 
could be participated in by women, the information is very
Qgeneral. This is why cultural activities are not included in 
analysing how far women could participate in activities in 
chapter 3 and chapter 4.
Sometimes we find that the inscriptions mention that 
all of the guests in the ceremony enjoyed watching 
performances such as mentioned in the Sangsang inscription 
(907 A.D.), . . . hinyunna kan ton—tartan mam idu sang tangkil 
hyang macarita bhima kumara mangigal kicaka si jaluk macarita 
ramayana ms.mi ru.s mabano1 si mu.ngmu.k si gal igi mawayang 
busthyang macarita bhimma kumara**.''^® ("...all people 
enjoyed themselves in watching performances; the Tangkil 
hyang si Nalu recited the story of Bhima Kumara and dancing 
like Kicaka, Si Jaluk recited the story of Ramayana and 
showed comedies, Si Mungmuk, Si Galigi showed wayang (shadow 
puppets performances) with the story of Bhimma Kumara, in 
honour of the gods..."). But, with this information we can 
only find that presumably it is true that all of the guests 
who attended the ceremony were watching the performances, and
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among the guests there were women too. There are other 
inscriptions mentioning artists who performed in the sima 
Cceremony, but most of them were men and for others it is not 
known whether they were men or women.
Almost the same problem occurs in some inscriptions 
because they mention that all the guests, either women and 
men or both, participated in dancing, for example, the Er 
Hangat inscription (888 A.D.). In this inscription it is 
mentioned “ . . .matuha manwan laki bini mama nan maninum majnu 
maakar manigal. . . ,  from this information we can see that 
women and men, either young and old, could participate in 
eating and dancing. But, there is no more information about 
who the women were. Was it possible that women with different 
status participated actively in this activity ?
There is a clear problem in identifying how far women 
took part in all the activities mentioned above. This is 
because the Old Javanese language used in the inscriptions, 
does not express differences in gender in the form of 
special terms (Casparis 1983:9). Although names of persons in 
those inscriptions have different particles, these reflect 
different status, not gender differences. In other words, we 
often find that women and men are given the same particle 
because they have the same level of nobility. To try to make 
a clear distinction, pasak-paaak (gifts) are used as an 
indication, especially the cloths which were received by
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those people in the ceremony. It is commonly known that 
instead of gold and silver, men used to receive a wdihan, a 
special batik garment for men, and women used to receive 
ka in, a batik cloth used especially by women. With this 
difference, it is easier to recognise the sex of a person. 
But, not all persons in the ceremony received cloths as 
gifts, sometimes they only received gold, silver or other 
rewards. In this study, this kind of person will be put in 
the unidentified section.
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NOTES
Ca t u. rVa rna is also known as the caste system which 
divides mankind into four categories (catur means four and 
warna means colour, but in this case meaning different social 
status). This caste system consists of (1) Brahmana (priests 
family), (2) Ksatrya (ruler family), (3) ttaisya
(agriculturalists and craftsmen's family), and (4) Sudra 
(slave family).
Caturaarama is a term for the four stages of life in 
Hindu society. Usually it consists of: (1) Brahmacarin: a
stage of being a religious student for the purpose of a new 
spiritual life, (2) Grhasthya: a stage of being married and 
learning the responsibility of living in a community, (3) 
Manapraatha: a stage of being retired and starting to
practise meditation in the forest, (4) Sannyasin: a stage of 
being free from all worldly values and starting to live in 
asceticism.
3 These terms can be found, for example, in the Renek 
inscription (1379 A.D) and the Biluluk II inscription (1391 A .D . ).
Paradara is one chapter found in Kitab Perundang-undangan____Agama which is known also as Kutara
Manavadharmasastra. This law book consists of 275 articles, 
but according to Slametmuljana, some articles have almost the 
same content as others. He tried to rearrange all of the 
articles and published them in a book entitled Perundang- 
undangan Maiapahit.
See the Mantyasih 1 inscription (907 A.D.) part A:3-7 
 ^ See the Telang inscription (904.A.D.) part A:l-2
7 See the Kancana inscription (860 A.D>) part IB:3-5
See the Kamalagi inscription (821 A.D) part RECT0:4-5
Cultural activities can be found in the Er Hangat 
inscription (888 A.D.) part Ib:l-2, the Taji inscription (901 
A.D.) line 6, the Panggumulan 1 inscription (902 A.D.) part 
IIIa:20, and the Sangsang inscription (907 A.D.) part II 
VERSO:9-10.
10
11
See the Sangsang inscription (907 A.D>) part II VERS0:9- 
See the Er Hangat inscription (888 A.D.) part IIa:l-2
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Ill
HIGH STATUS WOMEN AND THEIR ACTIVITIES
The basic characteristic of social differentiation is 
inequality. Even in earlier times, such as the Old Javanese 
period, differences had already begun. Some of these 
differences were based on sex, such as the differentiation 
between woman and man; and also based on age such as the 
differentiation between young and old. These differences were 
recognised as biological variations. But then, when the 
society became more complex, other variations of differences 
were needed. In this stage, the people of the Old Javanese 
period were differentiated not only by sex or age, but also 
by their roles and functions in the society. For this kind of 
differentiation people who had higher positions, especially 
those who belonged to the court level and their families, 
were treated as superior. They tended to receive more 
benefits such as privileged access to better goods and 
services, and also prestige meaning respect from the lower 
people. And more than that, the most important benefit which 
higher position people had was the ability to affect social 
life. This ability was known also as social power.
Inequality in fact, was clearly present within both 
genders. In the case of the women studied here, indications
4§
of class affiliation and status were commonly provided by 
titles and other markers. On evidence from the inscriptions 
from the 9th to the early 10th centuries, women in the Old 
Javanese society could be divided into two categories : (1) 
high status women and (2) low status women. In this study 
attention will be paid to both groups, and for the high 
status women in particluar this study also recognises that 
these women could be categorized into two sub-groups. How 
active these different status groups were in social, 
administrative, religious, economic, juridical and cultural 
activities will be established based on the evidence of the 
inscriptions.
III.a. High Status Women
III.a.1. The First High Status Group
A title, found usually before personal names, was an 
important means of indicating their status. Based on the 
inscriptions, the titles found include such as: Rake, Rakai 
or R*'k ryan; Samga t or Sang Famega t; Fa t ih ; wa.hu ta / Nayaka ; 
Fratyaya; Ju.ru; Tuhan/ Fangurang; ultralekha. These titles 
are usually found in the inscriptions followed by names of 
places, which could be the name of a watak (unity of 
villages) or wanua (a village) and carried the meaning that 
the person with such a name came from or had authority in 
the place mentioned. Finally, those names were followed by 
their personal names which were preceded by articles such as
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Pu, Sang, Dyah, or Si. For example, the name of Rakaryan Wka 
Pu Catura in the Mulak inscription meant Rakaryan of Vka 
whose name was Pu Catura. But not all inscriptions mention 
the name of the people in full. Sometimes we find that some 
individuals had no titles at all, and sometimes we only find 
the name of the place before the individual's personal 
names. In these cases, their status will not be known, and as 
the inscription often does not clearly mention whether they 
were men or women, this group of people was categorised as 
unidentified.
Members of the high status group of the Old Javanese 
society are recognised as having certain titles only, 
including Rakai. As already mentioned in chapter 1, the Rakai 
title belonged to the highest status group of the society 
because usually members were the descendants of the king, or 
at least a member of the royal family. The evidence also 
showed that kings generally had the Rakai title and still 
used it together with their abhisaka (coronation) names and 
of course their personal names (Casparis 1956:290). For 
example, the name of the king Balitung was Sri Maharaja Rake 
Watukura Dyah Balitung.
The title Rakai. can be found in the earliest Central 
Javanese inscriptions, such as the Garung inscription (819 
A.D.) which mentioned Rakaräyan i Garung, and the Kayumwungan 
inscription (824 A.D.) in which the title Rakarayan Patapan
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Pu Palar was written. Rakai was often mentioned as Rakryan, 
Ra. k a ray an, or even Rake, but they all have the same meaning. 
Certain scholars suggested that Rake was a sandhi 
construction and composed of the word Raka-i. Stutterheim 
suggested that Raka could mean 'elder brother'. In fact, 
although there were some variants in the inscriptions for the 
title Rakai, the words Raka i were never found.
Sometimes we find in the inscriptions that the same 
person has variations of this title. For example, the titles 
used by a person named Pu Samarawikranta. In the Ayam Teas 
inscription (900 A.D.) he used the title Rake Sirikan, but 
in the Telang 2 inscription (904 A.D.) he used Rakryan 
Sirikan. We also find that sometimes the variation is used in 
the same inscription. For example, in the Panggumulan 1 (902 
A.D.) some persons from the same level were written with 
variations of the word Rakai: Rakryan Mapatih i Hino Pu Daksa 
Sang Bahubajrapratipaksaksaya, Rake Halu Pu Bwalu Sang 
Sanggramadurandhara, Rakai Sirikan Pu Wariga Sang 
Samarabikranta. Together all of them were given pasak-pasak 
(gifts) on the ceremony of sima in the Panggumulan village.
In the inscriptions, commonly we find that the titles
Rake and Rakryan are followed by the words Nahamantri or
Mapatih, then followed by H i no, Ha. 1 u. f Sirikan, and Wka. The
title Ra k rye. n Nahamantri i Nine was found for the first time
in the Kut i inscription (840 A.D.) and belonged to Pu
Daksottama, who accompanied the king in marking out the sima.
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Generally this title was mentioned in the first place of the 
list of officials who received the order from the king. Some 
scholars have suggested that because it was almost always 
mentioned earlier, this title was very important and the 
person who had it was the crown prince, princess or the 
designated successor to the reigning king (Buchari 1967/68:7- 
20). Actually, the inscriptions did not mention clearly 
whether this Rakryan Nahamantri i Hi no belonged to the crown 
prince, princess or not, but, from its place on the lists 
which was always after the king or as the first who received 
the king's order, we can see its importance in the society. 
We often find some inscriptions were also issued by Rakryah 
Nahamantri i Hi no on the occasion of establishing sima (free- 
holding lands) or giving honour to someone.
There were other titles which belonged to the same 
group as Rake Hi no, these were Rake Halu and Rake Sirikan. 
The three titles were known as belonging to the same group 
because they often referred to the Rakryan Nahamantri 
Katrim, or the three honoured ones. And together with the 
Rake wka, they received the king's order and communicated 
that order to other lower officials. In the inscriptions, 
although sometimes Rakryan i H m o  received different pasak- 
pasak, in general all of them received the same amount of 
pasak-pasak. For example, in the Taji inscription (901 A.D.)
..mangaseakna pasak-pasak i rakryan mapatih swyawastha ning 
manusuk sima dangu, rakarayan ri hi no pu.
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bahabaj rapratipaksaksaya f rakryan sirikan pa same rawika ranta ,
—  V  ^  ■»
rakryan i wka pa kutak , . , * ? kapaa inasean wdihan ganjar haj i 
patra sisi. ya 1 simsim p ras ad a weh 1 brat sa 1 solang
solang, . . . “ ^ ("...'the gifts were given to the Rakryan Mapatih 
as the custom of establishing sima to Rakarayan of Hino Pu 
Bahubajrapratipaksaksaya, Rakryan Sirikan Pu Samararikranta, 
Rakryan Wka Pu Kutak,..., each of them received 1 set of 
ganjar haji patra sisi cloth, 1 ring weight 1 s u .
The title Rake Hal a is generally mentioned after .Rake 
Hino. It was mentioned for the very first time in the short 
inscriptions found in the Plaosan Lor temple (838-856 A.D.)
in Central Java. It was the title of one of the officials who 
gave the donations for the foundation of the s temple 
(Casparis 1958: 36). In one of the inscriptions from the 
Balitung period, a person named Pu Sanggramdhurandhara who 
usually had the title Rake Hala, was mentioned also as 
Rakryan ttata Tihang. Although the person belonged to the 
Ra k rya n Ma ha me. ntri Ka trini group (because he had Ra k e Ha 1 a 
title), he could issue inscriptions which used his other 
title as a watak ruler.
Rake Sirikan is another title which was found for the 
first time in the Plaosan Lor temple, and was borne by 
persons named Pu Suryya and Pu Anggehan. The person with this 
title usually had the same right as the Hino and Hala. And 
according to the Nawanatya text, Sirikan duties was almost 
the same as the duty of Upabharya, an officer who received
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directly the king's order, compiled the legislation, and led 
the arts and the general knowledge affairs (Pigeaud 1960, 
1:81-86; 111:119-128).
The title Rake or Rakryan Wka usually appears together 
with those mentioned before. It is mentioned generally after 
Hina, Halt:, and Sirikan, except in the Tu lang Air 1 
inscription (850 A.D.) where it was put right after the king. 
Boechari once stated that the word Wka which means 'child', 
could be related to the child of the king from the second or
the third wif e . But this statement should be taken as
uncertain because there is not much evidence for such an
interpretation.
Samgat or Sang Pa. mg a. t is another title often found in 
the inscriptions. Like the word Rake, there are many 
variations of the word Samgat, such as Samget, Samagat,
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Samgat? Sang Pamgat? Sang Pamget or only Pamgat. All of these 
have the same meaning. In the inscriptions, Samgat Bbawang is 
the one often mentioned right after Nino, Main, Sirikan and
Wka .
All of the titles mentioned above belonged to the 
officials who could directly receive an order from the king, 
and were recognised as ministers or councillors from the 
court as the Central Government. Usually they also had a 
group of officials who worked under them, and they usually
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had a P a r e j a r  (speaker). But Casparis warned us to be more 
careful in looking at the status of these officials as there 
were many others who used the word R a k e and P a m g a t but had no 
direct association with those of the Central Government. 
Those who had no direct association with the Central 
Government seemed also to have the same authority over the 
wanua (villages) which were included in the ta a ta k (the unity 
of villages) with the place-name identical with that in his 
or her titles (Casparis 1986:56-57). From the inscriptions 
chosen, those which belonged to this group included R a k e  
Ha 1 s. r a n  f Ra k e  P a n g g i  1 h y a n g  f R a k e  Ga. r u n g  f Ra k e  la'1 a ha n *• Samga t
Da 1 i  na n , Sa m g a t  Ma k e d  e  r  t Ida d  i  h a t  i , Sa mg a t  T i  r e a  n Sa mga t
Ma n g h u  r i  Ra k e  Pa ga. rws i  Samga. t  Da. 1 i  na n *• Rai k e  Ka nu. r u h a  n
Samga t  Pu 1 ewa t  e t Samga t  L a m t a a S a m g a .  t  P i  na pa. n , Samga t
Noma h am a h f Ra k e  Go re. n ta a n g i , etc. The Ra k e and Sa mg a t  of this
group were seen as having lower status than the first level 
(H i .n o f H a l e S i r i k a . n t a k a ?  and R a t a a n g ), but in this study 
they are categorized as the same high status group. Even when 
they were found as having no authority over some lands, they 
remained part of the high status group. This is because they 
did not belong to the wano.a. (village) level.
III.a.1.1. The Women of the First Group
So far we have not discussed women from the high status 
group. Although not many, some inscriptions in fact do
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mention them. The women of this group also used the titles of 
those classified as the high dignitaries. Below is the list 
which shows all of the high status women found in the 
inscriptions chosen.
TABLE I
WOMEN OF THE FIRST GROUP
Name of inscription Status Name
(A.D. )
Karang Tengah (824) Rakryän Patapan 
anakbi
(The wife of 
Rakryan Patapan)
Tri Tepussan 1 (842) 
Tri Tepussan 2 (842)
J  -Sri Kahulunnan
Sri Kahulunnan
Wukiran (862) Pakwian Rake 
Walaing
(The grandmother 
of Rake Walaing)
Munggu Antan (886) Ari Sang Pamgat Sang Hadyan
Munggu Antan Palutungan
& Binihaji Sang
Devata i Pastika
(The sister of
Sang Pamgal of
Munggu Antan & the
Oueen of the Devata
of Pastika)
Balingawan (891) Anakbi Rakryan:
- Nayaka i Taltla Rakai Watangan 
(The wife of
Rakryan:
- Nayaka of Tlatla
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Penampihan (898)
Taji (901)
Panggumulan 1 (902)
Panggumulan 2 (903)
Siddhayoga (903)
Randusari 1 (905)
Mantyasih 1 (907)
Mantyasih 3 (907)
Raj aputri 
(The queen)
Sang Pamgat 
Dmung Anakwi 
(The wife of 
Sang Pamgat 
Dmung)
1) Anakbi Rakryan 
Wanti1
(the wife of 
Rakryan Wantil)
2) Sang Pamgat 
Puluwatu anakbi 
(The wife of 
Sang Pamgat
Puluwatu)
Anakbi Rakryan 
Wantil
(The wife of 
Rakryan Wantil)
Rakryan Wantil 
Sang anakbi 
(The wife of 
Rakryan Wantil)
1) Nini haj i
(The grandmother 
of the king)
2) Sang Kiniwang 
anakbi
(The wife of 
Sang Kiniwang)
Rakryan anakbi 
(The wife of 
Rakryan)
Rakryan anakwi 
(The wife of 
Rakryan)
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Rake Sri Bharu 
Dyah Dheta
Dyah Prasada 
Pu Babi
Dyah Prasada
Dyah Prasada
Rakai Wwatan Pu 
Tammer
Pu Tundung 
Dyah Wraiyan 
Dyah Wraiyan
S a n g s a n g  (907) S a m g a t  K a l a n g  
W u n g k a l  a n a k b i  
(The w i f e  of 
S a m g a t  K a l a n g  
W u n g k a l )
1 )  S a m g a t  D y a h
2) D y a h
3) D y a h
4) D y a h
S u e i n t e  
K i n a  
W a i t a  
S a w i t a
G u n t u r  (907) l ) S a m g a t  P i n a p a n  
a n a k b i
(The w i f e  of 
S a m g a t  P i n a p a n )
Pu G a l l a m
2 ) A n a k b w i  S a m a g g a t  
P i n a p a n  A t u h a  
(The w i f e  of 
f o r m e r  S a m a g g a t  
P i n a p a n )
G u r u  V a j u
S u g i h  M a n e k  (915) R a k r y ä n  B i n i  H a j i  
P a r a m e s w a r i  
(The Q u e e n )
-
L i n t a k a n  (919) B i n i h a j i  
(The Q u e e n )
-
W i n t a n g  Ma s B (919) R a k r y a n  H i n o  
a n a k b i
(The  w i f e  of 
R a k r y a n  H i n o )
R a k r y a n  M a p u t u
K i n a w e  (927) Ra ke G u n u n g a n  
& ibu D y a h  B i n g a h  
(The m o t h e r  of 
D y a h  B i n g a h )
D y a h  M u a t a n
S a n g g u r a n  (928) S a m g a t  a n a k b i  
(The w i f e  of 
S a m g a t )
-
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I f  we c o m p a r e  t h e  t i t l e s  u s e d  by women w i t h  t h e  t i t l e s  
u s e d  by men f r o m  t h e  i n s c r i p t i o n s ,  we c a n  s e e  t h a t  t h e r e  a r e  
n o t  many t i t l e s  f o r  women a v a i l a b l e ,  m a i n l y  b e c a u s e  t h e r e  
a r e  n o t  many women m e n t i o n e d  i n  t h e  i n s c r i p t i o n s .  Women a r e  
u s u a l l y  m e n t i o n e d  a s  a n a k b i f a n a Ä w i ,  o r  ana / f bwi  n i  ( i f  s h e  
was  t h e  w i f e  o f  s o m e o n e ) ,  t h e n  f o l l o w e d  h e r  own t i t l e  and h e r  
p e r s o n a l  n a m es .  S o m e t i m e s  we f i n d  t h a t  w o m e n ' s  p e r s o n a l  names  
a r e  n o t  m e n t i o n e d .  A l t h o u g h  n o t  u s u a l ,  t h i s  i s  f o u n d  i n  more  
t h a n  one  i n s c r i p t i o n .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  i n  t h e  K a r a n g  T e n g a h
i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 8 2 4  A . D . ) ,  we f i n d  t h a t  t h e  woman i s  m e n t i o n e d
_  2o n l y  a s  R sk  r ya  n Pa t a p a n  ana  kb  2 . , w i t h o u t  a p e r s o n a l  name,
a n d ,  i n  t h e  S u g i h  Manek i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 1 5  A . D . ) ,  t h e  woman i s  
c a l l e d  Ra k r ya  n B i  n i h a  j  i  Fa ra m ss  tvs ri  . ^
I f  t h e  women had t i t l e s ,  u s u a l l y  t h e y  w ou l d  be  
m e n t i o n e d .  I n  T a b l e  1,  some women a r e  f o u n d  t o  h av e  t h e  same 
t i t l e s  a s  t h e i r  h u s b a n d s .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  i n  t h e  B a l i n g a w a n  
i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 8 9 1  A . D . ) ,  R a k a i  W a t a n g a n  was one  o f  t h e  w i v e s  
o f  a R s k r y a n , ^  and i n  t h e  W i n t a n g  Mas B i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 1 9 ) ,  
t h e  w i f e  o f  R a k r y a n  Hino  was R a k r y a n  Ma pu t u .  T h e s e  e x a m p l e s  
m i g h t  s u g g e s t  t h a t  h a v i n g  a h u s b a n d  o r  w i f e  f r o m  t h e  same 
c l a s s  m i g h t  h av e  b e e n  e s s e n t i a l  i n  t h e  s o c i e t y .  H ow ev e r ,  we 
a l s o  h a v e  many e x a m p l e s  o f  women h a v i n g  d i f f e r e n t  t i t l e s  f r o m  
t h e i r  h u s b a n d s .  The  T a j i  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 0 1  A . D. )  m e n t i o n s
c l e a r l y  t h a t  Sang  P a m g a t  Dmung had a w i f e  w i t h  t h e  t i t l e  R a k e  
( R a k e  S r i  B h a r u  Dyah D h e t a ) ,  and  t h e  B a l i n g a w a n  i n s c r i p t i o n  
( 8 9 1  A. D. )  shows  t h a t  t h e  R a k r y a n  had two w i v e s ,  one  o f  t hem
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evenwith the Rakai title and the other without any title, 
though they had the same status: Nay aka.. The other
inscriptions mention that some Rakryan and Samgat had their 
wives' names added with particles Dyah and Fu only.
III.a.2. The Second High Status Group
Inscriptions also mention other people with certain 
titles which can be classified under the high status group. 
They used to be seen as lower officials compared with those 
of Rake and Samgat, but their position made them associate 
directly with the Central Government because they worked 
under the Rake's and Samgat's offices. Caspar is suggested 
that these groups of people might reside in the wanua 
(villages), but were still seen as 'the outsiders'. They were 
never included in the lists of wanna officials. And , 
although they were very active at the local level, they were 
qualified as the representatives of the Central Government 
(De Casparis 1986:52-56).
The people who belonged to this group are commonly 
referred to as Fatih or Finghai/Pinghai, wahata, Nayaka, 
Pratyaya, Jaru and Tahan. They are usually mentioned after 
the Rake and Samgat groups, and like the high officials, they 
used to have other groups of people who worked under them, 
such as Pa raj ar o r Parwawas (speakers). The Fatih of this
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lower level who were equivalent to Pinghai or Pinghai, 
usually worked together with Wahuta. De Casparis suggested 
that because both titles are usually followed by the names of 
people carrying arms, such as Patih Tunggu Durung (The 
guardian of the rice sheds), their functions were generally 
connected with the maintenance of order and security (De 
Casparis 1986:53-54).
The titles Nayaka and Pratyaya are usually mentioned 
right before the lists of those who could not tread upon the 
lands which had been established, as sima (free-holding). Both 
groups of people with these titles worked for the Central 
Government. For the Nayaka especially, they used to have one 
leader called Tuhan ning Ka na ya k an or J ru ning Ka nay a k a n 
meaning 'the chief of Nayakas'. De Casparis said that the 
titles Nayaka and Pratyaya should be accepted as belonging to 
people whose function was concerned with land tax or revenue 
(De Casparis 1986:55). But, they were not the only officials 
who worked in tax affairs. The inscriptions mention another 
long list of titles, concerned with taxes, which used to be 
called Nangila 1 a Drwya Haji (see below).
Juru and Tuhan are the other titles which could be 
classified as Central Government workers, and generally meant 
chiefs over groups such as Jura ning Wadwa Rarai? Tuhan ning
Ka 1 u 1 a o r T u ha. n n i n g Na t a. no’a..
The last groups which are also classified as belonging
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to the high status level are the group of Ns.ngila.la Brwys 
Haji and the religious authorities. The Nangilala Drwys Haji 
(those claiming the king's property) were the group of people 
functioning as tax collectors-. In the inscriptions usually 
they are preceded by Sang Nana Katrini (the three honoured 
ones) which were Pangkm> 7awan and Tirip. Their main 
function was collecting drwys haji (taxes) which used to be 
received by the king instead of bust haji or gawsi haji 
(compulsory services). This would be stopped when certain 
lands had been established as aims., because starting at that 
time the revenue was to be used for the purpose of the 
temple or other (depending on the purpose of the 
establishment of the aims itself). That is why almost all 
aims, inscriptions mention the members of mangilala drwya haj i 
in detail, and also mention that punishment would be given to 
them if they still intruded into the aims. And finally, there 
was a group of people, who had functions as religious 
authorities in the Old Javanese society, which is recognised 
by titles such as dapunts, punts, hyang guru, or dang accarya 
before their personal names.
III.a.2.1 The Women of The Second Group
Like the women from the first group, the women from the 
second group of the high status group were also recognised as 
anakwi or the wife of someone. If they had their own status, 
it would be mentioned. For example, the Balingawan
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inscription (891 A.D.) mentions that a person named Pu Kutil, 
instead of just being the wife of the R a k r y a n , was also a 
N a y a k a. But generally, the women from this group had no 
titles and they were mentioned only by their personal names 
plus the particles Ru or Si. Sometimes we find that their 
names are not mentioned at all. The Taji inscription (901 
A.D.), for example, mentions only their husbands' names, and 
the Kinewu inscription (907 A.D.) mentions the women who 
participated in the ceremony only as Sang H a d y a n  Wadwan (the
Ohonourable women).
From all of the inscriptions used in this study, only 
eleven inscriptions mention this group of women. Below is a 
table which shows where they are found and who they are.
TABLE II
WOMEN OF THE SECOND GROUP
Name of inscription 
(A.D.)
Status Name
Gandasuli 1 (827) Dang Pu Hawang 
Glis anakbi 
(The wife of 
Dang Pu Hawang 
Glis)
Si Pirakhut
Tri Tepussan 1 (842) Sang Darukap 
anakbi
Pu Mutra
(The wife of 
Sang Darukap)
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Tri T e p u s s a n  2 (842) S a n g  D a r u k a p  Pu M u t r a
a n a k b i
(The w i f e  of 
S a n g  D a r u k a p )
K a n c a n a  (860) W k a  P a d u k a  M p u n g k u  D y a h  A n a r g h a  
i B o d h i m i m b a  w u n g s u  
(The y o u n g e s t  c h i l d  
of P a d u k a  M p u n g k u  
of B o d h i m i m b a )
T e l a g a  T a n j u n g  (861) 1 )  A n a k w i  S a n g  Pu S i m p u  
P a n g u r a n g
(The w i f e  of 
S a n g  P a n g u r a n g )
2 )  A n a k w i  S w a m i  Pu D i m i t  
K a y u w a n g i
(The w i f e  of 
the L o r d  of 
K a y u w a n g i )
N g a b e a n  (878) 1)  A n a k w i  P a t i h  Si U g i r e d h y a n a  
(The w i f e  of
P a t i h )
2 )  A n a k w i  W a h u t a  Si K a r t i  
Pu tat
(The w i f e  of 
W a h u t a  P u t a t )
B a l i n g a w a n  (891) A n a k b i  R a k r y a n
- N a y a k a  ri l imu s Pu K u t i l
(The w i f e  of R a k r y a n
- N a y a k a  of L i m u s )
T a j i  (901) A n a k b i  P a t i h  K a l u n g a n  
(The w i f e  of P a t i h - s  
of K a l u n g a n )
1 )  a n a k b i  Pu H a l a r a n  -
2 )  a n a k b i  Pu D a h a n
3 )  a n a k b i  Pu D h a n u
4 )  a n a k b i  Pu B u a t o h
5 )  a n a k b i  Pu W a r i g a
6 )  a n a k b i  Pu H a l d i n g  -
K i n e w u  (907) S a n g  H a d y a n  W a d w a n
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(The hounourable women)
Lintakan (919) l)Anakbi Patih Gilikan
(The wife of Patih 
Gilikan)
2) Anakbi Patih Tigang 
(The wife of Patih 
Tigang)
3) Anakbi Patih Panggil 
(The wife of Patih 
Panggil)
Gilikan 2 (923) l)Patih waduan & Si Abhi
anakbi Patih Gilikan 
(woman patih & 
the wife of Patih 
Gilikan)
2) Tunggu Durung 
anakwi
(The wife of 
Tunggu Durung)
3) Winkas anakwi 
(The wife of 
Winkas)
Si Dunak
Si Dmit
Ill.b. Participation of High Status Women in the Activities
As we have seen already, the inscriptions generally 
give us information about how ancient societies managed their 
lives. In this study especially, how they managed their 
lives is seen through major activities such as social, 
administrative, religious, economic, juridical , and cultural 
activities. Most of these activities are represented in sima 
(free-holding lands) inscriptions, j ayapatra (juridical)
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inscriptions. So far, we have not seen how the women from the 
high status level participated in their societies in those 
activities. To make it clearer, the participation in 
different types of activities will be seen separately here 
for both the first and the second group.
III.b.1. Social Activities
From chapter 2 we can see that granting and receiving 
sima are included in the social activities. But, from all of 
the inscriptions in which the sima were given or awarded, 
only two inscriptions indicate that the donors.were women. It 
is clear, however, that in both inscriptions these women were 
not alone in giving that sima, but were either accompanied by 
men or accompanying men. The first inscription is the 
Karangtengah inscription (824 A.D.) which mentions that 
Rakarayan (Patapan) Pu Palar and his wife gave sima lands 
including the lands which were at Kiwa and Babadan,
. . .swasii 3 akawarsatita 746,,, tatkala rakarayan (patapan) 
pu palar sang laki-laki pu palar anakbi mawaih sawah sima 
arikiwa luang babadan...". ^ The second inscription is the 
Wukiran (862 A.D.), which mentions that Rake Walaing Pu 
Kumbhayoni, the grandchild of the king of Halu and the 
grandmother from Jangluran gave the rice-fields at Wukiran to 
be used for caru offerings by Sang Pamgat, "...Swasti 
£akawarsatita 784.,, tatkala rake walaing pu kumbhayoni puyut 
sang ratu i halu p>akwiannira i jangluran maweh sawah i 
wukiran,,, carua sang hyang winaya uwang sang pamgat
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It is clear here that although those women had high status, 
their roles in giving the lands were somehow always connected 
with those of men.
It is only in one inscription that we can see a woman 
having full authority in granting sima. The Kinawe 
inscription (928 A.D.) mentions that the Rake Gunungan Dyah 
Muatan, who was also the mother of Dyah Bingah, marked out a 
sima at Pibang village in Kinawe. In this inscription, it is 
also written that the sima should be inherited by her own 
descendants, not by the stepbrothers or sisters of her child,
Dyah Bingah, because the sima was not the s ima of her
husband, .rake gunungan dyah muatan, ibu dyah bingah
L'.i.-1 A p i ba n g wa n ua i k i na we wa t a k kadangan, kunang
mstangyan su.suk ya sima. pa t ra ka ka 1 il i ra na. n i. sana A nira
jaga tan i .1 ua savuanghanak dyah bingah ing was a span tan sima
ra k rya. n 1 a k i laki ikang s i m a ...".^  Sima cou Id be inherited
by the daughter or the son of someone, and, once he or she
inherited the lands, they could have authority over that
sima. The Kancana inscription (860 A.D.) gives us an example
of this. It is written in that inscription that Padukua
Mpungku i Bodhimimba bought the lands from the villagers of
Bungur. The lands which had to be the foundation of Sang
Hyang Prasada for the worship of Sang Hyang Arcca Boddha were
also the place of his son, Dyah Imbangi, and his youngest
daughter, Dyah Anargha. Both of them had authority over this 
12sima. In the case of the Kinawe inscription, it might have
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happened because the Raka of Gunungan's husband had other 
children not from her, and she, as the owner of the sima, 
decided who would inherit her property.
The other social activity found in the inscriptions for
women is witnessing. Women of high status group are found as
witnesses of the sima ceremonies. In the Taji inscription
(901 A.D.), the wives of all patih from Kalingan functioned
as witnesses and received pasak-pasak (gifts) in the form of
1 3
ken (cloth) and 2 ma. of gold for each. In the Lintakan
inscription (919 A.D.), it is also mentioned that all the
wives of Patih from Gilikan, Tigang, and Panggil received
pasak-pasak in form of one piece of ken (cloth) because they
were the witnessess of the ceremony.^ But, in the Kinewu
inscription (907 A.D.), women are not mentioned clearly as
witnesses and they did not receive any pasak-pasak (gifts)
either. They are mentioned only as Sang Hadyan Wadwan (the
honourable women), and we know that they were at the ceremony
15because they were given the food.
III.b.2. Administrative Activities
Administrative activities found participated in by 
women include giving and receiving orders to mark out a sima, 
marking out a sima, and participation in governmental bodies. 
In the case of ordering other people to mark out a sima, 
there are only two inscriptions from the period chosen 
showing that women appeared in this kind of activity. The
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Tri Tepussan 1 and the Tri Tepussan 2 (842 A.D.) inscriptions
f  -mention that the same person, Sri Kahulunnan, ordered Sang 
Darukap and his wife to mark out a sima, "...kinon sri 
kahul un-nan manusukka sang darukap ia.kibi sang laki laki pu 
widya sang anakbi pu mutra muwah kinon milwa manusuk..."xu
("...ordered by Sri Kahulunnan to mark out, Sang Darukap 
husband and wife, the husband Pu Widya the wife Pu Mutra, 
ordered to mark out..."). Sri Kahulunnan was known as the 
consort of Rakai Pikatan from the Sailendra dynasty, and as 
she belonged to the court family it was not surprising that 
she could order these officials to mark out a sima. But, she 
is the only one found ordering other officials to mark out a 
sima, and she did this activity alone (unaccompanied by men). 
Other inscriptions never mention women giving orders to other 
people, especially in marking out a sima.
Women as recipients of the king's order to mark out a 
sima are not found in many inscriptions. From the period 
chosen, in fact, there is only one inscription mentioning 
this. In the Randusari 1 inscription (905 A.D.) we find that 
the ajna (the order) of the king Balitung was received by two 
officials: the Rakryan Mapatih i Hino Sri Daksottama 
Bahubajrapratipaksaksaya and the Rakai Wwatan Pu Tammer. The 
Rakai Wwatan was known also as the nmi haj i (the grandmother 
of the king). As an official who received the order from the 
king, in which the order was about the establishment of sima 
in Poh, Rumasa, and Nyu, under the watak of Kiniwang, for the
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caitya. (sacred monument) of Sang Dawata (the gods), she also
17received pasak-pasak from all the Rama of those villages.
According to the bureaucratic system, the officials who 
received the order straight from the king were those of the 
rank of Hina, Hal a, Sirikan, and others from the high level 
group. However, the most likely reason why there are many 
officials who did not belong to this level but are found 
receiving the order, is that they were directly involved with 
the areas where the sima was to be established (Barret-Jones 
1984:63). This explanation is used for some examples such as
VRakai Wwatan Pu Tammer. Although she was one of the court 
family members, she could not be included in the recipient 
list unless she had an authority over the lands of that sima. 
Like Sri Kahulunnan in the Tri Tepuusan 1 and the Tri 
Tepussan 2 inscriptions, the mention of Rakai Wwatan Pu 
Tammer was also the only evidence found for the involvement 
of women in this kind of activity. If we try to imagine how 
many women there must have been at the court level, we can 
see that the participation of women like Rakai Wwatan Pu 
Tammer in this kind of activity was minimal.
Another activity that comes as a part of administrative 
activities is marking out a sima. From the period chosen, 
there are only five inscriptions available giving us evidence 
of women's participation in this activitry. The Tri Tepussan 
1 and the Tri Tepussan 2 (842 A.D.) inscriptions are once 
again used because they mention Pu Mutra, the wife of of Sang
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Darukap, who joined her husband in marking out the sima at
1 Rthe village of Tpussan. The third inscription is the
Gandasuli inscription (827 A.D.). This inscription mentions
that Si Pirakhut, the wife of Pu Hawang Glis, was the one who
19marked out the sima. The fourth inscription is the Munggu 
Antan (886 A.D.)- It is mentioned that Sang Pamgat of Munggu 
together with his sister, Sang Hadyan Palutungan who was 
also the queen of Sang Dewata of Pastika, marked out a sima 
at the Munggu Antan village as it was received from the king 
Raka GurunW»angi, . .Sang pamgat munggu mLiang ari nira sang
hadyan palutungan binihaji sang d&wata ing pastikaf sumusuk 
ik a ng wanua i munggu a.nt a.n, , , sangkari sri maha r ä  ja rake
? ngurunwangi...". And the last inscription is the Panggumulan 
1 inscription (902 A.D.), where it is mentioned that the 
wife of Rakryan Wantil, Dyah Prasada, together with her 
husband and her three children marked out a sima at the 
Panggumulan village for the gods and the goddesses of 
Kinawuhan, " . . . r a k r y a n  w a n t i l  p u  p a l  a k a  anak wanua i wuatan 
s u g i h  w a t a k  sulakan ? m Liang n g a n a k w i  n i r a  d y a h  prasada ? muang
a n a k  n i ra. k a i i g a ,• m a n u s u k  s i m a  wa n n a  i panggumulan watak
? 1p u l  u w a t u , * * . s i m a  b h a t a r a  muang  b h a t a n  kinawuhan. .
In these five inscriptions, four of the women were 
marking out the sima together with men: two of them with
their husbands (The Tri Tepussan 1 and the Tri Tepussan 2) 
and two others with their husbands and children (The Munggu 
Antan and the Panggumulan 1 inscription). It is only the
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Gandasuli inscription which shows that a woman could mark out 
a sims. without a man. Although this woman is clearly written 
as the wife of Dang Pu Hawang Glis, she was the one who 
marked out the sims. , not her husband, and she was not 
accompanied by him or any other men. In the case of the women 
in the other four inscriptions, it seems that they 
participated in marking out the sims because they had to 
accompany their husbands, which also means that it was only 
because of the status of their husbands that they could 
participate in the activity of establishing or marking out
S i ! Ti c?. .
The participation of women in the governmental bodies 
is the last administrative activity of relevance here. Women 
are found in five inscriptions as government employees. The 
Randusari 1 inscription ( 9 0 5  A.D.) shows that a woman called 
Pu Tammer was also a Rs.ksi from Wwatan. The Lintakan 
inscription ( 9 1 9  A.D.) also gives an example of a woman as 
the ruler of an area. It is mentioned that there was a wanua 
(village) at Kinaling under the Bini Hsji (the queen). The 
Balingawan ( 8 9 1  A.D.) and the Wintang Mas B inscription (919 
A.D.) state that women could also be A layaka or the chief of
AvayaAa.24 And finally, the Gilikan 2 inscription (923 A.D.)
2 smentions a woman as Rstih f e r f u a n  (woman Patih). But tables 
in appendix show that there was a great difference between 
how many men and how many women occupied positions in the 
governmental bodies. From these tables we find that more than 
100 titles including Ms hs rs. j s , Rs k rys. n H i na , Hs 1 u , Sir iks n ,
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A*'A' a «■ Sa mga t  Ida d  i  ha. t i .  Rat k a  rya. n Ida t  u 7 1 ha n g , Ra k a r y “a n Pa ge r  
ids i  f R a k a i  Ha l a  r a n ?  R a k a i  Pa  1 a. r h y a n g ,  Sam g a t  N a k u d u r  f Sam g a t  
Dm u n g f Sa  m ga t  Pa. n g ha  ru. n ga n f Sa. m ga t  Pu. t a t  , Sa m g a t  K i n i  wa n g , 
S a mga. t  ida t u  Pn  t an r S a mga. t  Pu  1 u n g  K a y a n g  f S a mga t  Pu  1 uwa t u  with
almost all of their p a r u j a r  or parwuwu.s were held by men, and 
only 6 titles by women, namely R a j a p u t r i f Rake? i d a l a i n g , R a k a i  
Ida t  a n ga n , Ra k e Su n u n ga n ? Ra k a i  A /wa t a n , and Sa. mga t .
III.b.3. Religious Activities
From all of the inscriptions studied, only two
inscriptions clearly mention women in this kind of activity. 
The first inscription is the Sangsang inscription (907 A.D.). 
It is mentioned in this inscription that after S a n g  N a k u d u r  
and N a n g u y u t set out the offerings, Samgat Kalang Wungkal and 
all his wives, Samgat Dyah Sucinte, Dyah Kina, Dyah Waita, 
and Dyah Sawita gave the p a n c a p a c a r a  (the five kinds of 
offerings), . . i s a m p u n  i. s a j i  s a n g  m a n g u y u t  p i n a r n a h
ms. n gd i  r  i  s a m ga t  k a 1 a n g wu n g k a 1 m us. ng s a m g a t  a na k h i  d y a h
V  r  .
s u c i n t e  muang d y a h  k i n a  d y a h  w a i t s  d y a h  s a w i t a  m a w a i h
* * "» o p
p a n c a p a c a r a . . These women acted in the ceremony together 
with their husband, and they could be seen as equal to their 
husband in the ceremony because the inscription also mentions 
that they, together with the husband (samgat kalang wungkal), 
were given special places to sit compared with others 
attending the ceremony. After giving the offerings, they went 
to sit facing to the south, to the Sang Hyang Kudur. Other
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officials took their seats behind Sang Hyang Kudur, other 
witnesses took their seats facing to the north, and the 
matron witnesses sat in the east. Although the Sangsang 
inscription shows that women could be as active as men in the 
ritual activity, still, there are no other inscriptions, 
especially from the period of 9th to early 10th century A.D., 
proving that women could be leaders of this kind of activity. 
This is because often we find that the personal names of Sang 
Makudur, Sang Hyang Kudur, or Sang Manguyut are not 
mentioned, but, as persons who led the important part of the 
ceremonies they received pasak-pasak which was usually 
wdihan, mas (gold), or pirak (silver), ttoihan is a kind of 
batik cloth specially for men and usually was given in yu or 
yugala which means a pair. A kind of batik cloth which was 
given specially for women was called kain or ken. This k a m  
was usually given to someone in wla/i or blah, which means a 
piece. From the inscriptions there are no religious leaders 
such as Sang Makudur or Sang Manguyut who were given kain in 
the ceremonies, only wdihan. This leads us to assume that 
those leaders were men and the position was not common for 
women.
The second inscription is the Taji inscription (901 
A.D.). This inscription mentions that the Rakryan of 
Watutihang, Pu Sanggramadhurandara, marked out the ground at 
Taji under watak Dmung, and the rice-fields at Taji. The 
reason was that a temple for the Dewasabha was to be 
reconstructed and the ricefields at Taji should support this
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temple as its sima. The temple would then be under the Samgat
Dmung's family. It is mentioned that the wife of Samgat
/ ^Dmung, the Raka Sri Bharu Dyah Dheta, together with her 
children should protect and take care of this dharmma, 
" . . . ms.ta.ngya rake sri bharu. atah winaih rakryan i wa tli tihang 
irikanang kabikuany * mLiang sahanani wka rake sri bharuf ri 
o 1 a ha n ing die. ha. _.r s i ra t a h p ra ma na. k urn ya t na k na. sang h ya n g 
dharmma...". This inscription is very interesting because
the responsibility is mentioned again and again as given to 
the wife of Samgat Dmung and her descendant only. Samgat
Dmung is mentioned only once when he received the pasak-
pasak. If it is true that this temple and the sima were given
only to the Samgat's wife, this inscription provides 
strong evidence that women could have their own authority 
over a temple and a sima, and as in the Kancana 
inscription, she could bequeath this property to her 
children. But, if the citralekha (the writer) considered that 
Samgat Dmung to be the ruler of the areas where the temple
and its sima were estab1ished, automatically he had
authority over them. If the reason why his name is not
mentioned is because it was his duty to take care of his
lands and everybody would know this, then the responsibility
of the Samgat's wife would be only as a support for her
husband.
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Ill.b.4. Economic Activities
What are included as economic activities here are the 
activities of buying or selling lands, because not all of the 
lands which were established in sima were given, some were 
bought from the owners, usually the villagers. Also included 
is receiving passk-passk (gifts), because this kind of pasak- 
pa.sa.k was received by certain people as a form of payment or 
compensation for their loss of income.
From the 103 inscriptions used in this study, only two 
of them show that women could join the transaction 
activities, and in both cases they acted as the buyers. They 
are the Panggumulan 2 inscription (903 A.D.) and the 
Siddhayoga inscription (903 A.D.). Both of these inscriptions 
mention the same person in relation to the same affairs. In 
these inscriptions, it is written that Rakryan Wantil , Pu 
Palaka, together with his wife, Dyah Prasada and their three 
children bought the lands from the Rama.nta of Panggumulan 
which were the garden named Siddhayoga and the rice-fields at 
Paniluan. Both of these lands were bought for the price of 3
O  O
kati of silver. Nothing more could be said than that this 
woman bought these lands together with her family, which 
meant that the authority over the lands should be under the 
whole family, not under the woman alone.
Ten of the inscriptions used in this study give us 
evidence that women from the high status level were also
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i n c l u d e d  i n  t h e  l i s t s  o f  t h e  p a s a k - p a s a k  r e c i p i e n t s .  Among 
t h o s e  i n s c r i p t i o n s ,  o n l y  t h e  R a n d u s a r i  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 0 5  
A . D . ) ,  t h e  W i n t a n g  Mas B i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 1 9  A . D . ) ,  and  t h e
G i l i k a n  2 i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 2 3  A . D . )  show t h a t  women r e c e i v e d  
p a s a k - p a s a k  more  o r  l e s s  b e c a u s e  o f  t h e i r  own p o s i t i o n s .  The 
R a n d u s a r i  1 i n s c r i p t i o n  c l e a r l y  shows  t h a t  t h e  woman,  R a k a i  
Wwatan Pu Tammer,  r e c e i v e d  t h e  p a s a k - p a s a k  r i g h t  a f t e r  t h e  
k i n g ,  and h e r  p a s a k - p a s a k  c o u l d  be  s e e n  a s  a g i f t  t o  h e r  
b e c a u s e  o f  h e r  s t a t u s  a l s o  a s  R a k a i  o f  Wwatan,  who r e c e i v e d
O  Q
t h e  o r d e r  f r o m t h e  k i n g .  The G i l i k a n  2 i n s c r i p t i o n  m e n t i o n s
t h a t  one  o f  t h e  women r e c e i v i n g  t h e  p a s a k - p a s a k  was  t h e  F a t i h
h f likaduan  ( t h e  woman p a t i h ) .  And t h e  W i n t a n g  Mas B i n s c r i p t i o n  
m e n t i o n s  t h a t  t h e  woman who r e c e i v e d  t h e  p a s a k - p a s a k  was t h e  
w i f e  o f  R a k r y a n  Hino  who was a l s o  t h e  c h i e f  o f  N a y a k a . ^ ^  
U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,  i n  t h i s  i n s c r i p t i o n ,  h e r  s t a t u s  a s  t h e  w i f e  o f  
R a k r a y a n  was w r i t t e n  e a r l i e r  t h a n  t h a t  a s  c h i e f  o f  N a y a k a . I t  
s e e m s  h e r e  t h a t  t h e  p a s a k - p a s a k  s h e  r e c e i v e d  was a l s o  
c o n s i d e r e d  a s  t h e  p a s a k - p a s a k  f o r  t h e  H i n o ' s w i f e ,  b e c a u s e  
h e r  h u s b a n d  was a l s o  t h e  one  who c o n f i r m e d  t h i s  l e g a l  
d o c u m e n t .
A l m o s t  a l l  o f  t h e s e  i n s c r i p t i o n s ,  t h a t  i s  t h e
B a l i n g a w a n  ( ( 8 9 1  A. D>) ,  t h e  Nga bea n  ( 8 7 8  A . D . ) ,  t h e  S u g i h
Manek ( ( 9 1 5  A . D . ) ,  t h e  M a n t y a s i h  1 ( 9 0 7  A . D . ) ,  t h e  M a n t y a s i h  
3 ( 9 0 7  A . D . ) ,  t h e  S a n g g u r a n  ( 9 2 8  A . D . ) ,  and t h e  P a n g g u m u l a n  1 
( 9 0 2  A. D) ,  show t h a t  women r e c e i v e d  p a s a k - p a s a k  b e c a u s e  o f
t h e i r  h u s b a n d s .  I n  t h o s e  i n s c r i p t i o n s ,  u s u a l l y  t h e i r  names
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are written right after their husbands. Sometimes their names 
are mentioned, but sometimes, they are only mentioned as the 
wife of someone. If we compare the numbers of men and women 
who received pass.k-pass.k from one inscription, for example, 
the difference is very clear. From all officials mentioned as 
the recipients of pasak-pasak, only one or two are 
accompanied by their wives. This might be because their 
husbands were in charge of the ceremony, as is found in the 
Panggumulan 1 (902 A.D.). In this inscription we find that 
the one who marked out the sima was Sang Pamgat Puluvatu, Pu 
Kunir, and his wife, Pu Babi, who also received pasak-pasak. 
In the Mantyasih 1 (907 A.D.) we find that Dyah Tales was the 
official who marked out the sima, and his wife, Dyah Wraiyan, 
also received the pasak-pasak. But, if their husbands were 
not in charge of the ceremony, and we still find that their 
wives also received the pasak-pasak, this could mean that 
their husband's position had something to do with the areas 
that were established. It is not easy to determine why all of 
those officials were not accompanied by their wives in 
receiving the pasak-pasak, because the rules relating to sima 
are not mentioned very clearly in the inscription.
As regards the donors of the pasak-pasak, only one 
inscription gives us evidence about how women could 
participate in this kind of activity. The Telaga Tanjung 
inscription (861 A.D.) gives us the list of those who gave 
pasak-pasak to someone who could not be recognised in the 
inscription, but might be the official who established that
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sima. From that list, there are two women appearing together 
with their husbands giving that pasa.k~ps.sak , ” . . . anakwi sang 
pangarang pa simps p stash i sira ksn a tma raksa saw 1 ah sisim 
w ra t s a ma 1 a. ns. k w 2 s wa m i k a y a wa ngi p a d im it pa we h 1 s 2 ra
ken..." ("...the wife of Sang Pangurang Pu Simpe gave 
him/her 1 piece of atmaraksa cloth and ring with the weight 
of 1 so: ma, the wife of the Lord of Kayuwangi gave him/her 
cloth...'). This is the only inscription from the period 
chosen which shows that women could give the pasak-pasak, 
but, why only two women? perhaps for the same reason as for 
those who received pasak-pasak, that is, that their husbands 
were involved with the areas that were being marked out.
III.b.5. Juridical Activities
There are not many jayapatra (juridical) inscriptions 
found in Java. One of them is the Guntur inscription (907 
A.D.) which tells us how the court was conducted in a case of 
debt. In the Guntur inscription the person being charged was 
Pu Tabwel and he was charged because his wife, who had 
already passed away, had not paid her debt. But then, it was 
said that he never knew about this debt and it was common in 
the society that such a debt could not be accrued to the 
husband, only to their children. From this inscription we get 
information that Pu Tabwel was called to the court by Sang 
Famgat Pinapan, Pu Gawul and his wife, Pu Gallam. Among the 
witnesses, there was Guru Waju, the wife of the former Samgat
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Pinapan. This means that the women as the wives of Samgat 
Pinapan, who was in charge for this affair, could participate 
actively. Even though a woman's husband might be dead, her 
status still made her active in the court, as in the case of 
Guru Waju. What we cannot know is whether there was any woman 
who was a Samgat Pinapan or not, because there is no 
inscription found which mentions this.
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See  t h e  T a j i  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 0 1  A . D . )  l i n e  1
See  t h e  K a r a n g  T e n g a h  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 8 2 4  A. D. )  p a r t  B : 2 5 - 2 6
See  t h e  S u g i h  Manek i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 1 5  A. D. )  p a r t  RECT0:30
See  t h e  B a l i n g a w a n  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 8 9 1  A . D. )  p a r t  A : 1 0 - l l
See  t h e  W i n t a n g  Mas B i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 1 9  A . D . )  l i n e  9
See  t h e  T a j i  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 0 1  A . D . )  l i n e  3
See  t h e  B a l i n g a w a n  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 8 9 1  A. D . )  p a r t  A : 1 0 - 1 5
See  t h e  Kinewu i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 0 7  A. D . )  l i n e  19
See  t h e  K a r a n g  T e n g a h  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 8 2 4  A . D . )  p a r t  B : 2 5 - 2 6
See  t h e  W uk i r a n  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 8 6 2  A . D . )  l i n e  7 - 1 1
See  t h e  Kinawe  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 2 7  A . D. )  l i n e  6 - 9
See  t h e  K a n c a n a  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 8 6 0  A . D. )  p a r t  I I B : 2 - 3  
and  I I I B : 3 - 6
See  t h e  T a j i  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 0 1  A. D . )  l i n e  3
See  t h e  L i n t a k a n  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 1 9  A. D. )  p a r t  1 1 : 6 - 7
See  t h e  Kinewu i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 0 7  A . D. )  l i n e  1 9 - 2 0
See  t h e  T r i  T p u s s a n  1 i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 8 4 2  A. D . )  l i n e  6 - 8  
and  t h e  T r i  T p u s s a n  2 i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 8 4 2  A. D . )  l i n e  4 - 5
See  t h e  R a n d u s a r i  1 i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 0 5  A . D . )  p a r t  I b : 2 - 3  
and  p a r t  I b : 6 - 7
See  t h e  T r i  T p u s s a n  1 i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 8 4 2  A . D. )  l i n e  7 - 8  and  
t h e  T r i  T p u s s a n  2 i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 8 4 2  A . D. )  l i n e  5
See  t h e  G a n d a s u l i  i s n c r i p t i o n  ( 8 2 7  A . D. )  l i n e  5 - 7  and 
l i n e  1 7 - 1 9
See  t h e  Munggu A n t a n  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 8 8 6  A. D . )  l i n e  2 - 5  
See  t h e  P a n g g u m u l a n  1 i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 0 2  A. D . )  p a r t  1 : 1 - 4  
See  t h e  R a n d u s a r i  1 i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 0 5  A . D. )  p a r t  I b : 6
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See the Lintakan inscription (919 A.D.) part 1:11
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IV
LOW STATUS WOMEN AND THEIR ACTIVITIES 
IV.a. Low Status Women
The low status group in Javanese society were those who 
resided and were involved actively in the wanua communities. 
According to de Casparis, the wanua community gives the 
impression of people who might not be exactly equal in social 
status, although they clearly belonged to the same social 
class. To support this interpratation, de Casparis estimated 
that the particles used in front of the personal names in the 
inscriptions were used as a mark of classification. Usually, 
there were three kinds of particles used, which were Si, 
Sang, and Pu. De Casparis suggested that Si was a particle 
used by ordinary villagers while Sang and Pu were honorific 
particles. However, we still have to consider that this 
generalisation varies between periods and regions, and it is 
a fact that some inscriptions used the particles equally for 
all the villagers. Although some people were clearly 
recognised as belonging to the honorific group , they still 
used Si in front of their names (De Casparis 1986:5-6).
Inside wanua, there was more than one group of 
villagers. Van der Meer in her thesis about sawah cultivation 
in ancient Java suggested that the ancient Javanese villages
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usually consisted of three groups of people. The first was 
the owners of sawah fields which was known also as the core 
villagers. They were known also as the village 'elite' who 
were the descendants of the original village founders. 
Because usually the membership of this group was passed down 
within the family, these people were very exclusive. Their 
roles in the wanua community were considered very important. 
They enjoyed full rights and privileges, and even when they 
retired, these kaki (grandfathers) still continued to have an 
important position in wanua afairs. The second group was the 
villagers who had no sawah fields. They might have tagal 
(garden or non-irrigated) lands but not sawah and although 
they had houses usually those houses were on other people's 
lands. And finally, the third group was the group without 
property. Van der Meer added that those included in the third 
group were unmarried children, newly married couples and also 
newcomers (Van der Meer 1979:56-57). De Casparis in one of 
his articles (1986) suggested that there were two major 
groups of villagers. The first group was known as the elite 
group which consisted of (presumed) descendants of the 
original founders of the wanua. They were also recognised as 
anak wanua (children of the village). The people belonging to 
this group could own sawak (irrigated ricefields) and usually 
participated actively in the village councils. The second 
group was the group of people who were the later arrivals and 
their descendants (De Casparis 1986: 8-9). Actually Van der 
Meer and de Casparis suggest almost the same arrangement only 
de Casparis's is more simple: the villagers who had full
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civil rights and enjoyed more privileges were those of the 
descendants of the village founders and automatically those 
who arrived later got less than the first. Usually the second 
group members were the labourers and could not be actively 
involved in wanua afairs.
Apart from information about the villagers of the 
wanisa, the inscriptions also give us information about an 
organized village bureaucracy consisting of many officials. A 
wan.na. was usually led by a group of village elders known as 
Rama or R a m a n t a who belonged to the elite group (De Caspar is 
1986:8-9). This group or Rama was divided into Rama Magman or 
R ama N a n g a g am Kon meaning the group of Rama who still held 
office and functioned as leaders, and Rama Narata, the group 
of elderly who had already retired but were often still 
considered as wanna advisors.
The Rama Nptgman as the group of people actively leading 
wanua affairs consisted of officials with different titles, 
and each area had different numbers and types of officials. 
For example, in the king Balitung period, where his 
territories spread from Central to East Java and consisted of 
138 w a n n a under 73 w a t a k , there were about 30 titles 
mentioned which belonged to the w a n n a councils. But, of those 
30 titles, however, only 10 appear constantly, the others 
only appear once or twice. Those 10 titles were Rami a Narata, 
G n s t i ,  M i n k a s ?  F a r n j a r ?  K a l a n g , T n h a  K a l a n g ,  T n ha  Manna,
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Ks 1 i ms, Ms r i gs , a n d Hu 2 u. Mrs. s  . According to de Caspar is , A 'a  ms
Ms rs. t s v Ks 1 s n g r Tubs Ksls.ng? Gus t i and Tuhs Ms. n u.s are
positioned in the top of the list and the other five
functioned as supervisors of different affairs. For example, 
Hulu Mrss was the official responsible for rice supplies and 
Msrigs was the village astrologer.
Women of this low level were mentioned in the 
inscriptions just as women of the high level were. Commonly, 
they are mentioned as snskbi or the wife of someone. And the 
inscriptions also mention Rsinsnts or R&nsnts meaning the 
wife of Rsmsnts (Zoetmulder 1982:1548). Sarkar in his 
translations used 'matrons' or 'wives' as the meaning of 
Rsinsnts , but inconsistently he used "the mother of" in his 
other translations (Sarkar 11:34).^ In my opinion 'the wife 
of' is more suitable for the term Rsinsnts or Rensnts. In the 
Panggumulan 1 inscription the word Rsinsnts is abbreviated 
into Rsi, which could still mean 'the wife of', because R&i 
is very close with the word Rsyi which means 'wife' or 
'spouse' (Zoetmulder 1982:1526). Other terms of address used 
in the inscriptions for these women are ihn ni or insng ni 
which mean 'the mother of someone'. Apart from wives or 
mothers, the inscriptions also mention young women villagers, 
called Rs rs i Ms o' u.s n o r Rs. rs , who participated in the si ms 
ceremony. It is interesting to note that this young group 
never appear in the high status women. Below is a table which 
shows all the low status women and where they are found in 
the inscriptions:
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TABLE III
LOW STATUS WOMEN
Name of inscription 
(A.D. )
Status Name
Jakarta (887) Anakbi Pu Bha 
(The wife of Pu 
Bha)
Taji (901) Anakwanua i Taj i 1) Si Padas
(The villagers of 2) Si Mendut
Taj i)
Renanta Matuha &
Renanta Manuti i
Tpi Siring
(The wives of
Ramanta of neighbouring
places)
Guntur (907) Anakbwi Pu Tabwel Si Campa
(The^wife of Pu 
Tabwe1)
Sugih Manek (915) Rama i Tpi Siring 
i Kalilingan:
(Rama of neighbouring 
places of Kalilingan)
1) Ibu ni Kalangan Dapu Hyang Tambir
(the mother of
Kalangan)
2) Ibu ni Randungan Sang Gnuk 
(the mother of
Randungan)
• •
Lintakan (919) 1. Anakbi Rama Magrnan 
ing Kasugihan:
(The wives of Rama 
Magrnan of Kasugihan:)
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-Anakbi Kalang 
(The wife of Kalang) 
-Anakbi Tuha Wanua 
(The wife of Tuha Wanua) 
-Anakbi Gusti 
(The wife of Gusti) 
-Anakbi Winkas 
(The wife of Winkas) 
-Anakbi Wariga 
(The wife of Wariga) 
-Anakbi Parujar 
(The wife of Parujar)
2) Anakbi rama i lintakan
(The wives of rama of
Lintakan):
-Anakbi Kalang 
(The wife of Kalang) 
-Anakbi Gusti 
(The wife of Gusti) 
-Anakbi Tuhabanua 
(The wife of Tuhabanua) 
-Anakbi Winkas 
(The wife of Winkas) 
-Anakbi (The wife of)
-Anakbi Parujar 
(The wife of Parujar)
3) Anakbi Rama i^Tunah
(The wives of Rama
of Tunah):
-Anakbi Kalang 
(The wife of Kalang) 
-Anakbi Tuha Banua 
(The wife of Tuha Banua) 
-Anakbi Parujar (The wife of Parujar)
4) Anakbi Rama i_Wra
(The wives of Rama
of Wra):
-Anakbi Kalang 
(The wife of Kalang) 
-Anakbi Gusti 
(The wife of Gusti) 
-Anakbi Tuha Banua 
(The wife of Tuha Banua) 
-Anakbi Winkas 
(The wife of Winkas)
5) Anakbi Rama i
Turumangambwi1
(The wife of Rama of
Turumangambwi1):
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G i l i k a n  1 ( 9 2 3 )
R a n d u s a r i  1 ( 9 0 5 )
P a n g g u m u l a n  1 ( 9 0 2 )
- A n a k b i  K a l a n g  
( T he  w i f e  o f  K a l a n g )
6 ) R a r a i  Waduan
R a i n a n t a
(The  w i v e s  o f  R a m a n t a )
R a i n a n t a
( T he  w i v e s  o f  R a m a n t a ) :
1 )  I n a n g  n i  P i n g u l  
( Th e  m o t h e r  o f  
P i n g u 1)
2 )  I n a n g  n i  G a n t i h  S i  
( T he  m o t h e r  o f  
G a n t i h )
3 )  I n a n g  n i  J a w i l  S i  
( T he  m o t h e r  o f  
J a w i l )
4 )  I n a n g  n i  Cud d h a  S i  
( T he  m o t h e r  o f  
C u d d h a )
5 )  I n a n g  n i  Kamman S i  
( Th e  m o t h e r  o f  
Kamman)
6 )  I n a n g  n i  G a d i n g  S i  
( T he  m o t h e r  o f
G a d i n g )
T i r i s  
W i r i k a n  
J  abwan 
L mwayä 
Wulakan
Rar  a
( Th e  y o u n g  women) :  l ) S i  K a r i g n a
2 )  S i  D a r i n !
3 )  S i  Rumpuk
R a i n a n t a  Sa ng  Ma t uh a  
( Th e  w i v e s  o f  t h e  
e l d e r l y ) :
l ) R a i  Nan g g a  S i  T u r u k
( T he  w i f e  o f  
N a n g g a )
2 ) Ra i  B a i  S i  T a d a h
( Th e  w i f e  o f  
B a i )
3 ) R a i  Daimoh S i  Rumpung
( Th e  w i f e  o f  
D a i m o h )
R a i n a n t a  s a n g  m a n u t i  
( T he  w i v e s  o f  e l d e r l y :  
l ) R a i  K r s n a  S i  Gawi
( Th e  w i f e  o f  
K r s n a )
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2) Rai Sryan 
(The wife of 
Sryan)
3) Rai Rampuan 
(The wife of 
Rampuan)
4) Rai Tugan (The wife of 
Tugan)
5) Rai Burubuh 
(The wife of 
Burubuh)
6) Rai Mahear (The wife of 
Mahear)
7) Rai Tarum 
(The wife of 
Tarum)
8) Rai Ramya 
(The wife of 
Ramya)
9) Rai Gamwo 
(The wife of 
Gamwo)
10) Rai Gamwaus (The wife of 
Gamwaus)
11) Rai Bari (The wife of 
Bari)
12) Rai Dayana 
(The wife of 
Dayana)
13) Rai Biredis (The wife of 
Biredis )
14) Rai Go
(The wife of 
Go)
15) Rai Wdai 
(The wife of 
Wdai )
Si Magya 
Si Kuduk 
Si Wrut 
Si Kinang 
Si Daki 
Si Turukan 
Si Haryya 
Si Balyah 
Si Punjang 
Si Lamyat 
Si Dayang 
Si Dita 
Si Kutil 
Si Tugan
Anakmanuam anakbi 
(The wives of
villagers): l)Si Mahyang
2) Si TagSs
3) Si Rikha
4) Si Sojara 
5 )Si Widoh
6) Si Rampwas
7) Si Katfya
8) Si Camma
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Gilikan 2 (923) Winkas anakwi
(The wife of Winkas)
IV.b. Participation of Low Status Women in Activities
Unlike the high status women who were actively involved 
in five kinds of activities in the society, the low status 
women, based on the inscriptions chosen, were only active in 
social, administrative, economic, and of course cultural 
activities, as some inscriptions mention in general that all 
the guests (including women) could participate in the 
activities. There is no inscription which shows that woman 
from this group took part actively in the juridical 
activities. And, in the case of religious activities, 
especially the ritual actions in the establishment of sima, 
there is no evidence that women of this low level did 
anything special as was found for the high status group in 
the Sangsang inscription (907 AD). In this inscription, it is 
mentioned that all the wives of Samgat Kalang Wungkal gave 
the Pancapacara or the five kinds of offerings to the priest. 
For the low status women, on the other hand, if they attended 
a ceremony, they merely sat there and observed the ceremony 
like the other guests without doing anything special. The 
Gilikan 2 inscription which is used here as an example shows 
that women of the low status group, together with .the men 
attended the ceremony and did something which can be 
considered as a regular activity, giving honour to the sacred
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objects. The inscription mentions, "...sang wahuta pa.tih 
m ua n g ra. ma. nta ra. i na. n t a. m ua n g ra ma. tpis siring k aba. ih ms na. mbah 
i sang hyang wungkal muang kulumpang..." (all the Wahuta 
Patih with Ramanta, the wives of Ramanta and the Rama of 
neighbouring places gave honour to Sang Hyang Wungkal and 
Ku lumpang
IV.b.l. Social Activities
The majority of the inscriptions which mention women of 
the low status group show that they were involved in social 
activities, especially as the witnesses of the establishment 
of sima. Although they received pasak-pasak (gifts) in the 
form of one piece of k a m  for each person, and sometimes also 
silver or gold, this activity can not be seen as an economic 
activity as could happen with the high status women. There 
are some women of the high status level who received pasak- 
pasak because they were the witnesses of the ceremony, for 
example, the wives of the Patih in the Taji inscription (901 
AD) and in the Lintakan inscription (919 AD). But, almost all 
the high status women who are mentioned in the inscriptions 
received the pasak-pasak as a form of payment because after 
the lands were lished as sima, usually they suffered some 
losses including their income. This is why the pasak-pasak 
was given as a compensation. If women received the pasak- 
pasak because they attended the ceremony and functioned as 
witnesses, this means only that these women took part in the 
social aspect of the ceremony.
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There are three inscriptions mentioning that low
status women received pasak-pasak as witnesses in the
ceremony. The Lintakan inscription (919 AD) mentions that 
anakbi rams magman ing kasugihan or the wives of the members 
of village council of Kasugihan, as well as the wives of 
Kalang, Gusti, Tuha Banua and Winkas of Lintakan, all
received 1 piece of kain each. Other women who received the 
same pasak-pasak were the wives of the neighbouring village
9councils such as Tunah, Wia, and Turumangambwi1. The Gilikan 
2 inscription (923 AD) of which only its last part has been 
found, mentions that winkas anakwi or the wife of a Vinkas 
whose name was si Dmit received pasak-pasak in the form of 1 
piece of kam.  And finally, the Panggumulan 1 inscription
(902 A.D.) mentions that .Rainanta Sang Ma tuha or the wives of 
the elders which were si Turuk, si Tadak and si Rumpung, 
received pasak-pasak in form of 1 piece of kain and 1 kampit 
for each, while the Rainanta Sane/ Manu t i or the wives of 
other members of the village council received only 1 piece of 
kain for each person. The other women who also received
pasak-pasak in this inscription were anak manasm anakbi who 
might be the wives of villagers who were not members of any 
council. Their pasak-pasak were in form of silver 4 ma for 
each person, “.. .anak manuam anakbi si mahyangf si tagess si 
nkka  „ si s o j a r a s i  widoh, si rampuany si k a d y a s i  cam uns.
pinda prana S winch pasak-pasak pirak ma 4 ing sowang
4sowang... .
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The other inscriptions do not say that women received 
pass.k-passk or mention directly that there were women as 
witnesses. But at the end, some inscriptions mention that 
there were women at the ceremony and they joined the feast. 
The first inscription in this category is the Er Hangat 
inscription (888 AD). Although there are lists of Rama and 
other officials who received pasak-pasak, we do not find 
women mentioned. The only information about women is from the 
sentence, ' . . . mat u ha ma n wa. n 1 a. k i bin i ma ma n ga. n ma ng in urn . . . " vJ 
("...the old and young, men and women eat and drink..."). 
This means that there were women who joined the feast in the 
ceremony, but because they had no special position they did 
not receive the pa.sak~pa.sak. Another inscription which shows 
almost the same case was the Taji inscription (901 AD). In 
this inscription, the women are not mentioned directly as 
witnesses but we know that they were present at the ceremony 
because the inscription mentions that they were given the
lontar leaves (usually used as the place for the food) and
•• Rmoreover, they also joined the dancing with all the Rama. 
The third inscription is the Randusari 1 inscription (905 
AD). The women in this inscription are mentioned one by one 
without any further information whether they were the
witnesses or not, and they also did not receive pasak-pasak. 
We could only presume that they were positioned as the 
attendants of the ceremony and followed the ceremony like the 
other guests. The Sangsang inscription (907 AD) is the last 
inscription in this category. In this inscription the
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involvement of the low status women is mentioned when the
inscription informs us about the way they sit in the 
ceremony, sang wahata hyang kudur malanggah ham a. rap
,‘-va i ta.n sama.ngkana sang pa t ih wahu. ta. ma i unggah i pangka.ran 
sang wahuta hyang k ad a r ikanang rams i wuka.j ana i tarn pang i
wu ra 11 a. m aa n g ra ma tpi s i r i n g k a ha i h ma 1 a n g g a h h am a rep 1 o r
✓ 7rainanta amangga waitan rung witaka am a rep kalaan. . .
("...Sang Wahuta Hyang Kudur sat facing to the east, then the 
Patih Wahuta sat behind Sang Wahuta Hyang Kudur, the Rama of 
Wukajana, of Tumpang, of Wuru Tlu and all the rama of 
neighbouring places sat facing the north, the wives were on 
the east of the tent facing to the west. . ." )
Another social activity in which the low status women 
took part is on the occasion of giving away their properties. 
See, for instance, in the Taji inscription (901 A.D.), a
group of villagers including the women gave away their 
properties for the purpose of a temple construction which 
would be called Kabikaan ing Dewasabha (the Temple of 
Dewasabha). It is written in this inscription, " . ..anang 
ma k a. 1 ma h i ka na n g 1 ma h a na k wa n aa i t a j i y n ga ra n n i k a na n g 
malmahf si tukai rama ni tihangy maang si padas iba ni samag,
si mandat iba ni m a n g a s s a l m a h  prasama ame ha kann ikanang
% « •p
imah..." ("...those who had these lands were the villagers 
of Taji, the names of those owners were, Si Tukai the father 
of Tihang and Si Padas the mother of Sumeg, Si Mendut the 
mother of Mangas,..., all of them gave away the lands....").
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It is clear from this inscription that women, although they 
were from a low status group and were not the members of the 
village council, could own lands. If they wanted, they could 
gave these lands away for religions purposes.
IV.b.2. Administrative Activities
There are two kinds of administrative activities which 
are participated in by the women of the low status group. The
first is marking out of sima and the other is women's
participation in the village councils. Each activity is
represented in only one inscription.
It is mentioned in the Jakarta inscription (887 AD) 
that the wife of Pu Bha joined her husband and brother in
Qmarking out the sima . If this is true, it means that 
although this Jakarta inscription is incomplete, it can 
still be used to show that a woman of the low status level 
could also mark out a sima like high status women. And like 
almost all the high status women, she also did not do it by 
herself but was accompanied by men.
In the case of women's participation in the village 
councils, the inscription of Sugih Manek (915 AD) shows that 
there were two women who were members of the Rama council. In 
the inscription, it is written, "...rams. tpi siring i
ka.ia.ngl ingan dapu hyang tambir iba kalangan sang gnu.k
iba randangan..."10 ("...Rama of the neighbouring places of
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Kalanglingan Qapu Hyang Tambir the mother of Kalangan,...,
Sang Gnuk the mother of Randungan..."). This is, as far as I
» •
know, the only inscription which shows that women could 
participate in the village councils. If we compare the number 
of men and that of women who were sitting in the village 
councils, we could see clear differences (see tables in 
Appendix).
IV.b.3. Economic Activities
The Guntur inscription (907 AD) is the only inscription 
from the period chosen which mentions women from the low 
status group being involved in economic activity. It is 
written in this inscription, "... hana sang dharma ngarahya* 
baps. ni ms.ngh3.mping sangkari warakang ya ta tamagin pa. tabwel 
t inag i ha k any a. mas sa lf nds.tan hatang pa tabus 1. ya ta hatang 
sang anakbwi makangaran si camps, wuang sanak sang d ha rma T- 
pa. j j a h p aa s i catrips. f t i na g i h t a pa t a b we I de sa ng d ha rma v 
no a. t^n ha. na k ni pa tabwal maang si. camps: ngan 2 wen yar wraha 
nikang hatang..." (there was a man called Sang Dharma who was 
also the father of Hanghamping from Wurakung'. He reminded Pu
V*Tabwel about the debt of mas sa l, it was not the debt of Pu 
Tabwel, it was the debt of his wife whose name was Si Campa 
and also the relative of Sang Dharma, Si Campa had died 
already, and Pu Tabw'el was reminded by Sang Dharma. There was 
no child of Pu Tabwel and Si Campa moreover did not know 
about this debt ..."). This indicates that women at that time
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could borrow money on their own account, without its being 
known and without any permission from the husband. This 
inscription also informs us that such debts could not accrue 
to the husband if there was no child of their marriage and 
he did not know anything about them. But, was that rule also 
applied to woman if the same case happened to them and the 
husband was the one who borrowed the money and there was also 
no child of their marriage? Until now, we have never found a 
text dealing with how the debt should be paid by the family 
if one of them, especially the one who was responsible for 
that debt died. Even Kitab Perundang-undangan Ma.iapahit. a 
special book of law from the Majapahit period which was 
issued in the 15th century, does not give any information 
about this.
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N o t e s
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
T h e s e  d i f f e r e n c e s  a r e  f o u n d  i n  S a r k a r ' s  t r a n s l a t i o n  i n  
t h e  P a n g g u m u l a n  i n s c r i p t i o n  p a r t  1 1 : 1 7 - 1 8
See t h e  L i n t a k a n  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 1 9  A. D. )  p a r t  1 1 : 7 - 9  and 
I I : 1 0 - 1 2
See t h e  G i l i k a n  2 i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 2 3  A. D . )  p a r t  a
See  t h e  P a n g g u m u l a n  2 i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 0 3  A. D. )  p a r t  I l i a :  
2 - 3
See  t h e  Er  H a n g a t  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 8 8 8 A . D . )  p a r t  I I a : l - 2  
See  t h e  T a j i  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 0 1  A . D . )  l i n e  6 
See  t h e  S a n g s a n g  i n s c r i p t i o n  p a r t  I I  RECTO: 13-VERSO 1 
See  t h e  T a j i  i n s c r r i t p i o n  ( 9 0 1  A . D . )  l i n e  1
The J a k a r t a  i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 8 8 7  A . D . )  l i n e  2 - 3  r e a d s
" . . . t a t  A St I a  Pu Etna rama. n i  S r a g u  ( )sa. a n a k b i  maang  
A-a A-a n i r a  Pa D a t i  AaAi n i f „ * „ , s i m a  g a i r a  i .  . ( " .  . .
a t  t h e  t i m e  when Pu Bha t h e  f a t h e r  o f  S r a g u  ( ) s a  h i s  
w i f e  and h e r  b r o t h e r  Pu D a t i  t h e  g r a n d f a t h e r  o f  , . . .
s i m a  g a t r a  i n  . . . " ) .
See  t h e  S u g i h  Manek i n s c r i p t i o n  ( 9 1 5  A . D. )  p a r t  VERSO: 
1 2 - 1 3
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V
CONCLUSION
Based on the inscriptions from the 9th to early 10th 
century A.D., Javanese women seem not to have been equal to 
men. This situation appears consistent with certain scholars' 
hypothesis, especially Shelley Errington's. It is stated by 
her that, although differences between men and women in 
Indonesia are not highly marked in contrast with other 
societies, subtle indications of differences still occur and 
may be considered as gender markers. It is true that 
differences always exist, even in the Old Javanese society 
which has long been held up as a society in which women were 
equal to men in many aspects of life, and where women can be 
identified as having high positions.
The inscriptions chosen show that almost all kinds of 
activities described were participated in by both men and 
women, including ordering someone to mark out a sima, marking 
out the sima, having authority over some lands, receiving 
compensation in the establishment of sima, giving away 
properties, buying lands, and being a witness in the 
establishment of sima. But, the results of this study show 
clear differences. These differences are particularly marked 
when we analyse how many women were actively taking part in 
each activity.
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The striking differences between how many women or men 
participated in an activity can be seen easily in their 
participation in- administrative activities, especially as 
members of governmental bodies, either central or local 
government. The inscriptions list the titles of persons who 
functioned as government officials (see page 66 and tables 
in Appendix). But, of all of them only 7 titles appeared as 
belonging to women, namely : Rajaputri, Rake of Walaing, 
Rakai of Watangan, Rake of Gunungan, Rakai of Wwatan, Samgat, 
Patih, Nayaka, Rama of Kalanglingan.
Religious activities are another striking example of 
gender differences in the society. Women are never found 
having a title which shows that they were the leader of 
religious activities. Although other sources mention that a 
woman could be a priest, the inscriptions, which almost all 
mention ritual activities in the sisa ceremonies, never 
mention that the Sang Makudu.r, S an g  Hyang Kudur or Samgat 
N a k u d u r, who used to lead the ritual ceremonies, was a woman.
With these results, we learn something of these women's 
roles in the society. Usually women could participate in the 
same activites as men, such as marking out a sima. or buying 
lands. It is the difference in quantity that makes them seen 
not equal. The other thing which also leads to them not being 
seen as equal is that almost all of the women are mentioned 
in the inscriptions in company with men, while the men appear
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without being accompanied by women.
In almost every activity where women participated 
actively or inactively, they are mentioned as the wife of 
someone, and their names are mentioned after their husbands' 
names. If women could have such titles , which usually 
indicate that the person bearing the title had a special 
function, why did almost all of the inscriptions mention that 
these women were either accompanied by men or they were 
accompanying men? This situation seems to indicate that in 
the majority of cases their titles did not have the same 
value as men's titles. Women's titles, from almost all of 
those that are mentioned in the inscriptions, indicate their 
status in society, generally as the wives of the members of 
village councils, the wives of high officials, or the wife of 
the king; rather than their roles and functions in society as 
is the case with men
This study is concerned with 92 inscriptions from the 
9th to the early 10th century A.D.. From all of them only 29 
inscriptions mentioned women from different status groups. To 
get a comprehensive picture of women of the Old Javanese 
period we should also consider that this study has a 
limitation. This is because the information given in those 
inscriptions relate mainly to high status women, and to a 
limited range of situations. The picture of how daily 
activities were done, especially by lower class women, is not
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presented. If we compare it with the quotation from the Dutch
missionary- (see page 24) , we can see that not
act ivities in which women might have been
recorded in the inscriptions.
all social 
involved are
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GLOSSARY: JAVANESE TERM USED
ac a r y y a  - priestly name
a 3 na - royal order
a ns. k - child
a na k wa n ua - villager
a n g i n - a n g i n  - official
anu.graha - gift, grant, favour
b h i k s u k a - a stage of being a priest
b i n i  h a j i  - queen, ruler's wife
b i a h - measurement
b rahm an  - priestly class
b rahm ana  - priest
b r a h m a c a r i n  - a stage of being a religious student
b a a t  h a j i  - service to king or ruler
c a t u rwar n a  - caste system
c.a t  a r a  s r a  ma - four stage of life
f a k a - era (commencing 78 A.D.)
ci t r a 1e kha  - writer
d a n g  - priestly particle
d h a rm a. sacred domain
d r w y a  - property
d r w y a  h a j i  - ruler's share
g a w a i  h a j i  - service due to the ruler
g r h a s t h y a  - a stage of being married
h a j i  - king, ruler
h a i a r a n  - official
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hul Li. - head
huiu. air - supervisor of irrigation works
hulu wras - supervisor of rice supplies
hulu wuatan - supervisor of bridge building
hya.ng - god, gods
hyang guru - spiritual master
ibu - mother
inang - mother
j ay a pat. ra - juridical inscription 
juru - official
kain - a batik cloth specially for women 
kaki - grandfather, senior 
kalang - a title for workers 
katik - measurement
mangilala. drwya haji. - a group of tax collectors 
kraton - court
kubur - priest (usually the leader of the ceremony)
makudar - priest
maharaja -king
mahamantri - highest official
mapatih - minister
pamgat - high official
samgat - high official
na y a k a - wa t a k ' official (under ra k r ya< n ) 
nini - grandmother
pancopa cara - five kinds of offerings
pangurang - official (under mangilala drwya. haj i)
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para/nelwari - queen
parawangsa - noble family
pariwrajaka - a stage of being a priest
parajar - speaker
pasak-pasak - gift
patih -official (first minister)
parwuwas - speaker
pinapan - official
panta. - pa
pinghai - official
pratyaya - official (under wataA) 
rai - wife of someone
rainantaf rananta - wife of ramanta
raAsy rakai? rakryan - ruler, high official 
rama - village elder 
ra.manta - village elder
rams. ma. ra ta. - retired ra.ma
rama magman - rama who still holding the office
rams, tpi siring - rama of neighbouring places
rama mat aha - rama ms rata
karaman - council of elder
saji - offerings
sambhanda - reason
sang - honorific particle
s a wa h - r i c e f i e 1 d s
si - particle (before personal name) 
sima - freeholding lands 
sudra - slave class
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tahil measurement
t a nda , ma t a. no a - official
tawan - official (usually mention together with pangkur and
tirip
toha - elder
t u h a k a lang - elder of the group of k a 1 a. n g 
toha wanoa - elders of the village 
tonggo do rung - guardian of ricefields 
■-{ nda ha g i - craftsman 
opaharya - official
wadihati - person assisting the priest in the ceremony
dwan f oadoan - female 
wadwa - official
wahuta - official (for ritual activities)
wanaprastha - a stage of retired and meditate in the forest 
kv:5.noa - village 
oariga - astrologer
wataky mlatak - unit consisting of a number of villages
wayang - shadow puppets performance
udihan - special batik cloth/garment for man
to*inkas ( ingkas } - official
wang ci1ik - common people
woiiy 1 e-'mbah - common people
wraga ji - royal family
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APPENDIX 2:
Appendix 1 : List of the inscriptions from 9th to early 10th
Century A . D .
Inscriptions Date 
( A . D . )
Reference
D ieng 809 CIJ I :VII
Kamalagi (Kamalagyan) 821 PI 1:126-128; CIJ I :IX
Karang Tengah 824 CIJ I : X
Abhayananda 826 BLPPN 8:3-21
Gandasuli I 827 0J0 III; CIJ I :XI
Ku t i 840 K0 II; CIJ I :XII
Tri Tepusan I 842 0J0 X; CIJ I :XII
Tri Tepusan II 842 0J0 XVII; CIJ I :XIII
Sri Kahulunan 842 -
Tulang Air 850 PI 11:232-243; 0J0 VI; 
CIJ I :XVI
Tulang Air II 850 PI II:23If; 0J0 V 
CIJ I :XVII
Ratu Baka 856 PI 11:272-277
Siwagrha 856 PI 11:311-330; CIJ I:XIX
Gunung Murya 860 CIJ I :XXI
Kancana 860 CIJ I :XXII
Gunung Wule 861 CIJ I :XXIII
Wukiran 862 CIJ I :XXV
Telaga Tanjung 862 0J0 VII; CIJ I :XXIV
Pereng 862 KO I :XXIII; CIJ I :XXV
Walaing 863 PI 11:341-343
Wanua Tengah 1 863 0J0 VIII; CIJ I :XXVI
Wanua Tengah 2 863 CIJ I:XXVII
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I n s c r i p t i o n s D a t e  
( A . D . )
R e f e r e n c e
K r a p y a g 8 6 9 C I J  I :X X V I I I
P o l e n g a n  1 8 7 3 C I J  I :X X X
W a h a r u  1 8 7 3 C I J  I : X X X I
S r i  M a n g g a l a 8 7 4 0 J 0  XI; C I J  I :X X X I I
H u m a n d i n g 8 7 5 C I J  I : X X X I V
J u r u n g a n 8 7 6 C I J  I : X X X V
H a l i w a n g b a n g 8 7 7 C I J  I : X X X V I
W i n t a n g  H a s  A 8 7 8 C I J  I : X X X V I I
P a t a p a n  3 8 7 8 0 J 0  Cl
M a m a l i 8 7 8 C I J  I : X X X I X
K w a k  1 8 7 9 0 J 0  X I I ; C I J  I :X L
K w a k  2 8 7 9 0 J 0  X I I I ; C I J  I :X L I
S a l i n g s i n g a n 8 8 0 C I J  I :X L I I
W u a t a n  T i j a 8 8 0 C I J  I :X L V I
T a r a g a 1 8 8 1 C I J  I : X L V I I
R a  T a w u n 8 8 1 C I J  I :X L I X
R a  T a w u n  2 8 8 1 0 J 0  X V I ; C I J  I :L
A l i h  T i n g a l 8 8 3 O J O  C I X
R a n d u s a r i  1 8 8 5 IN I  I :2 9 f
R a n d u s a r i  2 8 8 5 I N I  1 : 2 9 - 3 0
M u n g g u  A n t a n 8 8 7 O J O  X V I I I ;  C I J  I :L I I I
J a k a r t a 8 8 7 C I J  I : L I V
E r  H a n g a t 8 8 8 O J O  C I V
B a l i n g a w a n 8 9 1 O J O  X I X - X X ; C I J  I :L V I
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I n s c r i p t i o n s D a t e  
(A . D . )
R e f e r e n c e
W a d i h a t i 8 9 1 0 J 0  X C V I I I ;  C I J  I I :Cl
P a n u n g g a l a n 8 9 6 C I J  I :L V I I I
P e n a m p i h a n 8 9 8 C I J  I :L I X
A y a m  T e a s  1 9 0 1 -
A y a m  T e a s  2 9 0 1 -
T a j i 9 0 1 0 J 0  X X I I I ;  C I J  I I :L X I
K a y u  A r a  H i w a n g 9 0 1 0 J 0  X X I I ;  C I J  I I :L X I I
W a t u k u r a  1 9 0 2 0 J 0  X X I V ;  C I J  I I :L X I I I
P a n g g u m u l a n  1 9 0 2 C I J  I I :L X I V
S i d d h a y o g a 9 0 3 E E I  I V : 1 7 6 - 1 7 8
T e l a n g  1 9 0 4 C I J  I I :L V
T e l a n g  2 9 0 4 C I J  I I :L X V
P o h 9 0 5 C I J  I l r L X V I
K u b u - k u b u 9 0 5 C I J  I I :L X V I I
K i k i l  B a t u  2 9 0 5 C I J  I r X L I I
R a b w a n 9 0 5 B E F E O  L I : 5 8 - 5 8 2
P a l a p a n g a n 9 0 6 C I J  I I :L X V I I I
K a n d a n g a n 9 0 6 0 J 0  X X V ;  C I J  I I L X I X
H a n t y a s i h  1 9 0 7 C I J  II: L X X
M a n t y a s i h  2 9 0 7 C I J  I I :L X X I
M a n t y a s i h  3 9 0 7 0 J 0  C V I I I ; C I J  I I :C X
S a n g s a n g 9 0 7 C I J  I I :L X X I I
G u n t u r 9 0 7 0 J 0  C X X X ; C J I  I I :L X X I I I
K a s u g i h a n 9 0 7 C I J  I I :L X X I V
K i n e w u 9 0 7 0 J 0  X X V I ;  C I J  I I :L X X V
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Inscriptions Date 
(A.D.)
Reference
Kalad i 909
Tulangan 910
Taji Gunung 910
Wuru Tunggal 911
Timbanan Wungkal 912
Sugih Manek 915
Kiringan 917
Lintakan 919
Wintang Mas B 919
Har injing B 921
Wurudu Kidul 922
Wurudu Kidul B 922
Gilikan 1 923
Gilikan 2 923
Har injing C 927
Palabuhan 927
Wulakan 928
Kinawe 928
Sangguran 928
Panggumulan 3 928
Kambang Sri 928
CIJ II:LXXVIII
OJO XXVIII; CIJ II:LXXIX
OJO XXXVI; CIJ II:LXXX
OJO XXIX; CIJ II:LXXXI
OJO XXXV; CIJ II:LXXXII
OJO XXX; CIJ II:LXXXIV
CIJ II:LXXXV
CIJ II:LXXXVI
CIJ II:LXXXVIII
CIJ II: LXXXIX
CIJ II:XC
CIJ II:XC
CIJ II:CIV
CIJ II:CV
EEI III, A 103
CIJ II:XCIII
EEI III, A 104
CIJ II:XCV
OJO XXXI; CIJ II:XCVI 
OJO XXXI; CIJ II:XCVIII 
OJO XXXIII; CIJ II:XCII
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A p p e n d i x  2 :  T a b l e s  o f  i n s c r i p t i o n s  9 t h  t o  e a r l y  1 0 t h
c e n t u r y  A.D.  w h i c h  m e n t i o n  w o m e n ' s  
p a r t i c i p a t i o n  i n  t h e  a c t i v i t i e s
No.
T a b l e
I n s c r i p t i o n s D a t e  
( A . D . )
R e f e r e n c e
T a b l e 1 K a r a n g  T e n g a h 824 CI J
XH
-i
T a b l e 2 G a n d a s u l i  I 827 0 J 0 I I I ;  C I J  I : XI
T ab  i e 3 T r i  T e p u s a n  I 842 0 J 0 X; C I J  I : X I I
T a b l e 4 T r i  T e p u s a n  I I 842 0 J 0 X V I I ;  C I J  I : X I I I
T a b l e 5 K a n c a n a 860 C I J I : XXII
T a b l e 6 T e l a g a  T a n j u n g 862 0 J 0 V I I ;  C I J  I : XXIV
T a b l e 7 W u k i r a n 862 C I J I : XXV
T a b l e 8 N g a b e a n 878 C I J I : XXXVIII
T a b l e 9 Hunggu  A n t a n 8 8 7 0 J 0 X V I I I ;  C I J  I : L I I I
T a b l e 10 J  a k a r t a 887 C I J I  : LIV
T a b l e 11 E r  H a n g a t 888 0 J 0 CIV
T a b l e 12 B a l i n g a w a n 891 0 J 0 XI X- XX; C I J  I : LVI
T a b l e 13 P e n a m p i h a n 898 C I J I : LIX
T a b l e 14 T a j  i 901 0 J 0 X X I I I ;  C I J  I I : LXI
T a b l e 15 P a n g g u m u l a n  1 902 C I J I I : L X I V
T a b l e 16 P a n g g u m u l a n  2 903 C I J I I : LXIV
T a b l e 17 S i d d h a y o g a 903 EEI I V : 1 7 6 - 1 7 8
T a b l e 18 R a n d u s a r i  l ( P o h ) 905 C I J I I : L X V I
T a b l e 19 M a n t y a s i h  1 907 C I J I I :  LXX
T a b l e 20 M a n t y a s i h  3 907 0 J 0 C V I I I ;  C I J  I I : CX
T a b l e 21 S a n g s a n g 907 C I J I I : L X X I I
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N o . 
T a b l e
I n s c r i p t i o n s D a t e  
( A . D . )
R e f e r e n c e
T a b l e 22 G u n t u r 907 0 J 0 C X X X ; CJI I I :L X X I I I
T a b l e 23 K i n e w u 907 0 J 0 XXVI; C I J  I I :L X X V
T a b l e 24 S u g i h  M a n e k 915 0 J 0 XXX; C I J  I I :L X X X I V
T a b l e 25 L i n t a k a n 919 C I J I I : L X X X V I
T a b l e 26 W i n t a n g  M a s  B 919 C I J I I : L X X X V I I I
T a b l e 27 G i l i k a n  2 923 C I J II :CV
T a b l e 28 K i n a w e 928 C I J I I : X C V
T a b l e 29 S a n g g u r a n 928 O J O XXXI; C I J  I I :X CVI
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